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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with the optimal routing of large scale 
marine seismic mapping operations. The purpose of marine seismic 
exploration is the detection of oil reserves beneath the floor of the 
ocean. Included in this operation is the scheduling of the geophysical 
recording ships which collect seismic information at a particular 
prospect. Computational algorithms developed in this study can be used 
to schedule a single-ship through single-prospect problem, a single-ship 
through multi-prospects problem, and a multi-ships through multi-
prospects problem. The algorithms developed are very effective with 
respect to core storage requirements and computation times. 
Although the prima~y result of this dissertation will be the 
reduction of the managerial decision making difficulties involved in 
scheduling geophysical ships, the result can also be extended to the 
solution of constrained traveling salesman problem and the machine 
sequence scheduling problem. 
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Statement of the Problem 
In recent years, offshore exploration and production of oil and gas 
has increased sharply due to the scarcity of energy resources on the 
continent. There are three major geophysical methods for oil and gas 
exploration, i.e., gravity, magnetic, and seismic [J4]. Among them, the 
seismic reflection method is the most inexpensive and effective. It is 
commonly used in detecting the oil and gas reserves beneath an ocean 
floor. 
To collect data by the seismic reflection method, several shot 
points beneath the ocean floor are explored along the prospects survey 
lines, and the magnitudes of the noise reflections are recorded by a 
series of sensitive devices. These sensitive devices are located at equal 
intervals on a seismic marine cable which is towed by a ship. This 
cable, usually from one-half of a mile to two miles in length, must be 
aligned with the ship's movement as data is collected. 
A "prospect" is a geographical location to be searched for 
oil or g~s reserves. A prospect consists of a configuration of N 
straight lines which indicates the paths that a ship will cover while 
collecting the seismic data. The number of lines N at a given prospect 
might be anywhere from two to two dozen, with individual 1 ine 1 ength 
ranging from five miles to one hundred miles. To collect the required 
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data by a single-ship through single-prospect, a ship must leave a known 
port P1 and travel to the prospect, traverse each of the N lines one-way 
collecting data, then return to a known port P 2 (Figure 1). The ship 
should be routed through such a path-configuration so as to collect the 
required data efficiently. For a large geophysical company, it is some-
times necessary to route a single-ship through multi-prospects or multi-
ships through multi-prospects. A problem of this type is a large scale 
seismic mapping problem and the routing procedure is more complicated. 
Since the number of feasible path~ that could be selected (for a 
single-ship through single-prospect with N lines there are 2NNI possible 
paths) is extremely large and the maintenance of a geophysical crew is 
very high, it is economically desirable that an effective technique for 
determining optimal ship routings for seismic mapping be developed. 
Research Objectives 
The objectives of this research are two fold. The first objective 
is to develop algorithms that can be used to determine the minimum cost 
route for the single-ship through single-prospect problem, and that 
improve upon a previous algorithm developed by Willard [66] in the 
areas of execution time and storage requirements. The second objective 
is to extend the best of the above algorithms to develop an algorithm 
that can solve the large scale seismic mapping problem (e.g., the multi-
ships, multi-prospects operation). The primary result of this research 
will be the reduction of the managerial decision making difficulties 
involved in scheduling geophysical ships. In addition, the results from 
this research can be extended to the solution of constrained traveling 
salesman problems and machine sequence scheduling problems. 
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Figure 1. An Example of Seismic Prospect Configuration: . . 
Three Prospects 
Research Procedure and Methodology 
The development of algorithms in this research is done in two 
phases: 
Phase I 
1. Study the applicability of the dynamic programming approach to 
the problem. Develop an improved algorithm for solving the 
single-ship through single-prospect problem by this technique. 
2. Study the applicability of the branch and bound approach to 
the problem. Develop an algorithm for solving the single-ship 
through single-prospect problem by this technique. 
3. Study the applicability of the graph theory approach to the 
problem. Develop an algorithm for solving the single-ship 
through single-prospect problem by this technique. 
4. Conduct the performance comparisons of execution times and 
storage requirements for above developed algorithms for 
different prospect path-configurations with various number of 
lines. 
Phase II 
1. Using the best approach from Phase I, possibly in some 
required combination, develop a new algorithm for solving the 
single-ship through multi-prospects and the multi-ships 
through multi-prospects problem. 
2. Test the performance of the algorithm considering execution 
times and storage requirements for different prospect 
5 
path-configurations with various number of lines. 
J. Document all computer algorithms and develop a user's guide. 
In the dynamic programming approach, a recursive search dynamic 
• 
programming method is studied and applied to the problem. An algorithm 
is developed based on this approach, and the effectiveness of the 
algorithm is then compared to the effectiveness of the conventional 
dynamic programming method considering the storage requirements and 
computation times. 
In the branch and bound approach, two methods, Little's sequential 
tour-building method and Eastman's subtour elimination method are 
studied and applied to the problem. Two algorithms are developed based 
on these two methods. A modification of Little's sequential tour-
building method is selected finally for a further research in the single-
ship through multi-prospects and the multi-ships through multi-prospects 
problem. 
In the graph theoretic approach, the shortest spanning tree and 
shortest Hamiltonian chain concepts are studied and applied to the 
problem. An algorithm is developed based on the combination of these 
two concepts. The application of this algorithm to a machine sequence 
scheduling problem is also studied. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
After an extensive literature search, it was determined that very 
little has been published pertinent to this specific problem. However, 
> 
there is a similarity between the problem in this research and the 
classical traveling salesman problem. In the traveling salesman problem 
it is assumed that there are N towns with known distances between any 
two of them. A salesman wants to start from a given town, visit each 
town once, and then return to his starting point. The objective is to 
minimize his total traveling time. A seismic mapping problem with an 
N line seismic path-configuration can be thought of as a traveling 
salesman problem with 2N + 2 cities and the restriction that cities be 
visited in specified pairs. The unconstrained traveling salesman 
problem has been treated by a number of persons using a variety of 
techniques. 
One of the earliest investigations was made by Dantzig, Fulkerson 9 
and Johnson [14] in 1954. Their papers published in 1954 and 1958 
outline a linear programming approach to the problem. Their approach, 
starts with an arbitrary solution, then employs the standard Simplex 
method to improve the basis. A link in the basis is replaced by a new 
link in each iteration. Since a link which has been removed can be 
reintroduced at a later iteration, the approach is highly inefficient. 
Because of the additional constraints that would need to be imposed, 
6 
a linear programming formulation of the problem would be very large. 
In 1956, Flood [22] related the traveling salesman problem to 
personnel-assignment problems. The traveling salesman problem is 
different from the assignment problem only in that the allowable permu-
tation of N persons and M jobs must be a cycle. In the paper, Flood 
illustrated how the assignment method could be used effectively in the 
initial preparation of a traveling salesman problem for subsequent 
computations. Some techniques that are useful in seeking good approxi-
mate solutions are given. Also, in 1956, Kruskal [38] pointed out a 
possible relation between the traveling salesman problem and shortest 
spanning tree problem. At about the same time, Barachet [4] reported 
a graph theoretical approach for the solution of traveling salesman 
problem. Both concepts have been extended by many authors [10, 32, 33, 
47] in later years. 
Croes [12] developed a tour to tour improvement approach in 1958 
to solve the traveling salesman problem. Croes' solution generation 
scheme is a rule for finding a better tour that is a neighbor of the 
present tour. The results of this procedure are approximate and the 
procedure is inefficient for a problem with a large number of cities. 
Eastman [19] originated the branch and bound approach. Eastman's 
method capitalizes on the fact that every solution to the traveling 
salesman problem is also a feasible solution to the corresponding 
assignment problem. The optimal solution to the assignment problem is 
therefore a lower bound to the solution of the traveling salesman 
problem; and if the solution is cyclic, it is also the optimal solution 
to the traveling salesman problem. If the solution is not cyclic, one 
or more subtours must exist. Eastman chose the subtour having the 
7 
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minimum number of arcs and created a set of new problems by eliminating 
arcs from the subtour, one at a time. In later years, Bellmore and 
Malone [8] extended Eastman's subtour elimination method. Miller, 
Tucker, and Zemlin [44] formulated the traveling salesman problem as an 
integer programming problem. Using this technique an N-city problem 
required N2 + N constraints and N2 variables. The authors concluded that 
the integer programming procedure was highly inefficient. 
Bellman [5] ~nd Held and Karp [31] independently applied the 
dynamic programming method to obtain the optimal route for the traveling 
salesman problem. Using this approach the traveling salesman was 
formulated as a multi-stage decision problem. The optimal path segments 
obtained from a particular stage are retained and used in obtaining the 
optimal segmental routes in subsequent stages. The drawbaCk of this 
method is the large computer storage requirement for solving a problem 
with a large number of cities. 
Subsequently, Little, Murty, Sweeney, and Karel [42] developed a 
branch and bound algorithm for the traveling salesman problem. This 
algorithm divides paths into two categories; paths that contain a 
directional link connecting two particular cities and all remaining 
paths that exclude the selected link. At every stage where this 
separation of paths or "branching" occurs, a lower bound is calculated 
for each of the sets of paths within each of the above categories. 
At each branching stage, the directional link is selected in such a 
manner that the lower bound for the set of paths not containing the 
link in question will be as large as possible. The optimal route is 
determined once a circuit is found where the total distance required to 
be traveled is smaller than the lower bound of each of the other path 
segments. 
Because of the obstacles faced by optimal seeking procedures for 
the traveling salesman problem with a large number of cities, Karg and 
Thompson [37] approached the problem by heuristic procedures. The 
method begins with a randomly selected pair of cities~ constituting a 
tour of length 2. Then a third city is inserted in order to minimize 
the resulting three-city tour; then a fourth city is inserted, and so 
on, until a complete tour has been constructed. 
) 
has been extended by Lin and Kernighan [41]. 
The heuristic approach 
Obruca [47] observed that the majority of lines appearing in a 
shortest spanning tree for any network also correspond to those in the 
solution of a traveling salesman problem with the same network. The 
technique developed by Obruca is to manipulate the tree by means of 
deletions and additions of lines into a chain and hence obtain a 
feasible solution. In applying this procedure, Obruca points out that 
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among 460 sets of randomly generated cost matrices with N varying from 5 
to 11 cities, only 50% of the solutions were identical with the optimal. 
In 1970 1 Christofides [lo] combined the shortest spanning tree and 
branch and bound algorithm to develop two new algorithms to solve the 
traveling salesman problem. The first algorithm is based on a decision-
tree search with lower bound used to limit the search. The second 
algorithm is a fast iterative procedure based on simple transformations 
of the cost matrix of the graph, ensuring at each step that the relative 
cost of all Hamiltonian chains stay unchanged. At about the same time~ 
Held and Karp [32] approached the symmetric traveling salesman problem 
by the 1-tree concept, which is a slight variant of spanning trees. 
A 1-tree is a tree together with an additional vertex connected to the 
tree by two edges. 
Since the traveling salesman problem was studied by Dantzig, 
Fulkerson, and Johnson [14], most of the subsequent algorithm were 
developed to deal only with the single traveling salesman problem. 
Svestka and Huckfeldt [61] investigated an M-salesman traveling 
salesman problem in 1973. The multiple salesman traveling salesman 
problem can be defined as Given M salesmen and N cities, find M 
10 
sorties such that every city (except the home<city) is visited exactly 
once by exactly one salesman, so that the total distance traveled by all 
salesmen is minimum. The authors applied the Eastman's subtour elimi-
nation algorithm to solve an M-salesman traveling salesman problem. 
Some computation experience has been reported by the authors. 
Besides the traveling salesman problem, the recursive search method 
of dynamic programming has also been studied in this research and the 
review is presented in the following. Most of the work on allocation 
problems with integer solutions has been accomplished with dynamic 
programming. However, the fact that the computer memory requirement 
increases exponentially with the increasing size of the problem has 
limited its usage. Williams [6?], in solving an allocation problem, has 
proposed a recursive search method of dynamic programming to overcome 
the limitations of conventional dynamic programming. With this 
technique, only a limited number of states and decision variables in 
each stage require investigating, so that computational times and 
computer memory requirements are significantly reduced. 
The most significant contribution to this research of marine 
seismic mapping operation problem was that of Willard [66]. Willard 
used a dynamic programming method to approach the single-ship through 
11 
single-prospect problem. Although this attack is effective in execution 
time, the algorithm was faced with a storage problem for an arbitrarily 
large number of lines. The algorithm developed by the author using the 
FORTRAN IV computer language, required a computer memory capacity of 
approximately 250 K bytes for a ten line path-configuration. The 
dynamic programming approach of Willard to the proposed problem is a 
starting point and provides a spring board for the research reported in 
the following chapters. 
CHAPTER III 
ALGORITHM FOR THE SINGLE-SHIP THROUGH 
SINGLE-PROSPECT PROBLEM USING A 
RECURSIVE SEARCH DYNAMIC 
PROGRAMMING APPROACH 
Willard [66] used the dynamic programming method to solve the 
single-ship through single-prospect problem. The algorithm developed by 
Willard was faced with a storage problem for an arbitrarily large number 
of lines. The algorithm, using the FORTRAN IV language, required a 
computer memory capacity of approximately 250 K bytes for a ten line 
configuration. This research investigates a possible method 
that can reduce the memory storage with some trade-off of computation 
time, while the concepts of the dynamic programming approach are still 
maintained. 
After reviewing various search techniques, it is believed that the 
recursive search dynamic programming method can considerably reduce 
the computer storage, but would require some additional computation 
time. Basically, the recursive search techniqu~ starting with a 
feasible solution, searches over each of the recursive relationships 
until an optimum solution is reached. With this technique, limited 
numbers of state and decision variables in each stage are generated when 




Description of the Recursive Search 
Dynamic Programming Method 
For a N lines problem with a starting port and ending port, we can 
connect the two ports and hence change the problem to a N + 1 lines 
problem. The problem of selecting the shortest route that covers the 
N + 1 1 ines can be stated mathematically as follows: 
Minimize: 
N+l 2 N+l 2 
I \' \ 
\--, 
D L 2.. L d(i,j,m,n) . X(i,j,m 9 n) (J-1) 
i=l j=l m=l n=l 
Subject to: 
N+l 2 N+l 2 
\ ,- ') \ 
L L X(i,l,m,n) + I X(i,2,p,q) 1 L L_ 
m;li m=l n=l P:h P=l Q=l 
N+l 2 N+l 2 
\' \ ') I L L X(m,n,i,j) + L X(i,j,p,q) 1 
m/i m=l n=l pfi p=l Q=l 
where 
i = 1' 2, J, ., $ (j , N+l j 1 ' 2 
and 
X(i,j,m,n) 0 or 1 
given 
distance from line i, end j to line m, end n 
X(i,j,m,n) = 1 if line i, end j is linked to line m, end n 
0 otherwise 
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For a N line configuration, there are 2NNI possible routes that 
would have to be considered for exhaustive enumeration. To solve 
th Equation (J-1) by the dynamic programming method, let the K stages of 
the usual dynamic programming formulation correspond to the selection of 
(K ) th · · t t K . +1 l1nes to end1ng port P2 tha raverses l1nes. For example, 
the first stage corresponds to the selection of a second line after 
covering first line before return to P 2 • The decision variables are 
then the selection of an alternative route at each stage. The state 
corresponds to the route line which remains to be selected. For 
example, at first stage, the decision variables are the selection of an 
alternative route for covering first line before return to P 2 • The 
state variables are the possible selection of a second line covering 
previous first line before return to P 2 • 
The following notation will be used in formulating the dynamic 
programming model of the problem: 
P1 (m,n) = the distance from starting port P1 to line m, end n. 
d(i,j,m,n) = the distance from line i, end j to line m, end n. 
P 2 (m,n) = the distance from line m, end n to ending port P 2 • 
gk(i,j,m,n,lk) = the distance of path segment from line i, end j, 
to line m, end n, covering k lines and then 
return to ending port P 2 • lk denotes a unique 
combination of k lines from N lines. 
the shortest distance of path segment from line i, 
end j, covering k lines and then returning to P2 • 
the shortest distance of a complete route (path) from 
starting port P1 to ending port P2 , covering N lines. 
The dynamic prog.ramming principal of optimality is then implemented by 




for the following states: 
i 1' 2, ·• .. , .N 
j 1' 2 
11 1' 2, 3, ... ' N 
Stage 2 
Let 
11 I i 
* -d(i,j,m,n) + f 1 (m,n,l 1 ) 
then 
where n = 1, 2 n = 3-n 
* f 2 (i,j,l 2 ) =Minimum g2 (i,j,m,n,l 1 ) 
m=l,2, ••• ,N mil 
n=l,2 
all 11 
for the following states: 
i 1, 2, ••• , N 
j 1' 2 
Stage K 
Let 




i 1, 2, ••• , N 
m 1, 2, ••• , N m .J 1 
j = 1, 2 
n = 1, 2 
n "' 3-n 
then 
m=l, 2, ••• , N m -/1 
n=l,2 
for the following states: 
i = 1, 2, ••• , N 
j = 1, 2 
Stage N 
[ * - J Minimum P 1 (i,j) + fN_ 1 (i,j,lN_1 ) 
i=l,2, ••• ,N 
j::::l,2 
J=J-j 
Using the conventional dynamic programming method, it is necessary 
to determine the optimum value of each decision variable for each 
feasible input state, before calculations are commenced for the 
N i-1 
next stage. This requires storing approximately 2 ~ IT (N-j) values, 
i=l j::O 
so that a problem with a modest number of lines can easily exceed the 
memory capacity of the largest computer. 
17 
Now assume a starting solution X= [X(i,j,m,n)], fori= 1, 2, 
... ' N+l, j = 1, 2, i J n, such that X satisfies the constraints given 
in Equation (J-1). Although X defines a feasible solution, it is not 
necessarily the optimum solution. The recursive search technique 
provides a method of generating the state variable needs one at a time 
to improve the initial solution until optimum is reached. For example, 
in a three line configuration (four lines if plus two ports), at first 
stage, twelve state variables must be generated and stored for the 
conventional dynamic programming method, while only four state variables 
are needed to be generated and stored for the recursive search dynamic 
programming method. A comparison of storage requirements for the 
conventional dynamic programming method and the recursive search 
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In general, the difference in computer memory storage requirements 
for N-line configurations is: 
N i-1 
\-
2 L I( 
i=l j=O 
N 
(N-j) - I 2m 
m=2 
It is obvious that the reduction of storage requirements by using this 
technique is a trade off with computational time increasing at about 
the same rate that the computer memory storage is reduced. 
Programmed Algorithm 
The recursive search dynamic programming algorithm is programmed 
in the FORTRAN IV language. The logic flow chart of the program is 
presented in Figure 2. The programmed algorithm will select the optimal 
route for a configuration of 8 lines or less and requires a computer 
memory capacity of approximately 62 K bytes. The time required to 
obtain the optimal path through a N-line prospect configuration is 
approximately (2.35)N(0.001) minutes when executed on the IBM 360/65 
computer. 
Execution times and storage requirements for selecting the optimal 
route using conventional dynamic programming method by Willard [66] and 
using the recursive search dynamic programming method of this research 
is compared and shown in Figures 3 and ~. In Figure 3, the execution 
times for both methods will increase sharply after 9-line configuration. 
In Figure 4, the core-storage requirements for both methods will also 
increase exponentially after 9-line configuration. 
The result on both conventional dynamic programming method and 
recursive search dynamic programming method have shown that using 
YES 
• • • 
CALCULATE 
t;(i, j, JK) 
Figure 2. The Logic Flow Chart· of -the Recursive 
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dynamic programming approach to solve a ship routing problem is limited 
to a small 9-line configuration on the IBM 360-65 computer. The problem 
beyond a 9-line configuration, will either exceed computer memory a 
availability or require a huge amount of computation time. It is 
concluded from this research that it is not practical to use the dynamic 
programming approach (either the conventional method or the recursive 
search method) as a further research tool for a large scale ship routing 
problem. 
CHAPTER IV 
ALGORITHMS FOR THE SINGLE-SHIP THROUGH 
SINGLE-PROSPECT PROBLEM USING A 
BRANCH AND BOUND APPROACH 
As mentioned in the previous literature review, branch and bound 1 
or tree-search techniques, have been used to solve the traveling 
salesman problem. Among the tree-search algorithms, Little's sequential 
tour-building method and Eastman's subtour elimination method have shown 
the greatest promise. Eastman's subtour elimination concept has been 
extended by Shapiro [59] 1 Bellmore and Malone [8], and Garfinkel [23]. 
These two methods are studied in this dissertation. The objective is to 
investigate the applicability of the branch and bound technique to the 
ship routing problem which can be considered as a constrained traveling 
salesman problem. 
The Constraints of the Problem 
The ship routing problem for marine seismic mapping operation is 
similar to a constrained traveling salesman problem. The constrained 
traveling salesman problem is defined in this research as follows g Given N 
cities in which certain cities are grouped together and if one of the cities 
within a group is visited, then all the other cities in the same group 
must be visited sequentially find the shortest route that starts at a 
home city, visits each city once and returns to the home city. Figure 5 
2.3 
24 
shows an example of a constrained traveling salesman problem. One 
wishes to determine a route which starts from a home city, covers three 
regions and returns to the home city. In the ship routing problem, the 
constraint is that each seismic line where the seismic data is actually 
collected (productive line) has to be traversed as a whole segment. 
In other words, the two end points of a seismic line must be traversed 
sequentially. This problem is simil;ar to the constrained traveling 
salesman problem in which each group, contains only two cities. Figure 6 
shows an example of a ship routing p:roblem of, 3-line configuration. 
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Figure 5. An Example of Constrained Traveling 
Salesman Problem 
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Figure 6. An Example of Ship Routing Problem 
with 3-Line Configuration 
Sequential Tour-Building Algorithm For 
Ship Routing Problem 
Description of the Algorithm 
The basis of Little' s algorithm: is to divide the set of all the 
possible tours into smaller and smaller subsets and to calculate for 
each subset a lower bound·on the cost of the best tour therein. The 
object of calculating a bound is two fold: 
25 
I) it may be used as a guide for the partitioning of the subsets, 
26 
and 
2) it limits the search and also identifies the optimal tour (the 
optimal tour is a tour whose cost is less than or equal to the 
lower bounds on all the incompletely searched subsets). 
In order to apply Little's sequential tour-building concept to the ship 
routing problem, the following principle is defined: 
Principle: Considering two seismic lines in a prospect 
configuration, one line having end points xi' x2 
and the other line having end points yi' Y2, if the 
ship does not go from xi to Y2, then she can go 
from xi either to x2 and from there to any point 
(including Y2 ) or to any other point. 
to Y2 either from any other point or from any point 
(including Xi) to Yi and from Yi to Y2 • 
The algorithm is explained below. It is convenient to represent the 
partitioning as branching of a tree, where the nodes represent the 
subsets of tours. 
We start with the original cost matrix C, with dimensions 2(N + i) 
by 2(N + i). The first two columns and rows are Pi and P 2 • All 
diagonal elements are set to infinity. Since Pi is considered the 
starting port and P 2 the ending port, all the cost elements on 
the row of P2 and the column of P 1 are set to infinity. A reducing 
process is then performed on each row and column. In contrast to 
Little's original method, the reduction process of this algorithm 
is accomplished by considering pairs of rows (columns), each pair 
consisting of the two rows (columns) corresponding to the same 
line with different end point (say\ Xi, x2 , or Yi, Y2 ). The minimum 
27 
cost in the two rows r. (columns 1 .) is subtracted from all entries in 
1 J 
these rows (columns). 
I 
The resulting matrix C is then said to be 
reduced, that is, it contains at least one zero in every row and column 
pair. The sum of reducing constants is: 
N N 
bo L ri + L 1 j 
i j 
If Z 1 (t) refers to a tour cost for the reduced matrix C 1 , and Z(t) to 
a tour cost for the original matrix, and K to the sum of all costs of 
productive lines where the seismic data is actually collected, then 
I 
Z (t) + K = Z(t) + K - b0 • Since K is a constant, we can eliminate it 
from all calculations by setting all productive line costs equal to 
infinity in the original COSt matrix (i.e., X1X2 = CD, X2X1 = CD, Y1Y2 = cr:~, 
Y2Y1 = cr:~, ••• , etc.) and hence Z 1 (t) = Z(t) ~ b0 • Since all the 
elements in the reduced matrix are non-negative, it is clear that 
Z 1 (t) ~ o, and hence Z(t) ~ b0 , i.e., b0 is a lower bound on the cost of 
any tour of the original matrix. 
One can now form a tour by selecting one of the links in the 
reduced matrix which has a zero cost. Rather than selecting one of 
these links at random, one selects the link whose cost under the reduced 
matrix is zero and whose penalty is the largest. This penalty cost 
6X y (the cost incurred by not going from X1 to Y2 ) for this algorithm 
1' 2 
is determined as follows: 
where 
6X minimum entry in rows x1 and x2 , not including X1Y2 , and 
1 
6y = minimum entry in column Y1 and Y2 , not including X1Y2 • 
2 
Suppose link (X1 ,Y2 ) is chosen in this way. The total number of 
tours is now divided into two subsets, those that include link (X1 ,Y2 ) 
28 
and those that do not.· These subsets are represented diagrammatically 
Figure 7. Decision Tree for Branch and Bound 
Method 
The bound for all tours represented at a node is shown marked at 
the node. Thus since 9 is the minimum penalty that has to be paid 
x1,Y2 
for not including link (X1, Y2), the bound on node (X1 , Y2 ) is b0 + 9X y 
1, 2" 
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The inclusion of link (X1 , Y2 ) implies a partial tour consisting of 
x 2 -+x1 -+Y2 -+Y1 • Therefore, no other link can emanate from x 2 , x 1 , Y2 , 
or finish at x1, Y2, Y1. Thus the row of x2, x1, Y2, and the column of 
x1, Y2, y1 can be deleted from the reduced matrix as they will no longer 
be needed •. Also, since the link (Y1,X2) is no longer possible as it 
would create a small subtour, the cost element in the cell (Y1 ,X2 ) is 
set to infinity thereby preventing it from being subsequently selected. 
The deleting of the row of X2 , X1 , Y2 and the column of x 1 , Y2 , Y1 
produces a matrix with dimensions [2(N+1)-J] by [2(N+l)-J). This matrix 
is subject to reduction in the same way as the original matrix with the 
sum of the reducing constants denoted as b 1 • If the matrix cannot be 
reduced, that is, if there exists at least one zero at each row and column 
pair, then b 1=0. At this point one obtains a lower bound of all tours 
A new branching is now in order. Again, new penalties of all the 
zero elements of the new matrix are calculated for each row and column 
pair, and a link, say (W1 ,z2 ), is selected as the next node. The lower 
bound for node (W1 ,z2 ) is b0 +b 1+9w Z and the lower bound for node 
1' 2 
(W1 ,z2 ) is b0 +b 1+b 2 , where b 2 is the sum of the reducing constants of 
the matrix obtained after deleting the row of w2, w1, z2 and the column 
of w1, z2, z1 (in addition to the row of x2, x1, y2 and the column of 
X1 , Y2 , Y1 which have already been deleted). It shol:lld be noted that in 
some cases the rows and columns subject to deletion at one stage of a 
branch might overlap with a previously deleted row and column of a prior 
stage. This is in contrast to Little's original method where if a link 
is included, the matrix is always reduced by one row and one column. 
Infinities are again inserted in the appropriate place in the matrix to 
, 
JO 
prevent subloops from ever being formed. In this particular case, 
since the link (W1 ,z2 ) does not join with the previous link (X1 ,Y ), the . . 2 . 
cost element of the link (W1 ,z2 ) is set to infinity. However, if two 
links form a chain, say the link (Y1 ,z2 ) and the link (X1 , Y2 ), then the 
cost element of the link (z1 ,x2 ) 1s set to infinity. 
The branching can be continued until the selected links (X1 ,Y2 ), 
(W1 ,z2 ), ••• , etc., form a tour of cost say z0 • If the lower bounds 
on all the nodes where branching is possible (i.e., the "free" nodes 
from which branching has not occurred) are greater than or equal to z0 , 
then this is the optimal tour. If not, then any one of the nodes with 
a bound less than z0 can be chosen for further branching. 
The c.twice of which node fr,pm which to branch will affect both 
computing times and computer storage requirements to a very great 
extent. Two alternative strategies for choosing the node can be used~ 
1) Branch from the 11 free 11 node which has the least bound. 
2) Branch from the "free" node nearest to the present node, 
proceeding upwards in the tree. 
In this dissertation, three separate computer programs for the 
above two strategies are developed to compare the difference of compu-
tation times and storage requirements. The detail of these computer 
programs will be described in the next section of this chapter. 
The sequential tour-building algorithm for ship routing problem 
using the modification of the Little's original method is illustrated 
by the following simple example. 
Example l~c-1: Consider the 3-line configuration ship routing problem, 
where the cost matrix C is given in Figure 8: 
' 
I 
41 11 40 ' -
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'Figure 8. Original Cost Matrix of Example 4-1 
Original Cost Matrix C>_peration (See Figure 9) 
1) Calculate the sum of all productive line K. 
K = (A1 ,A2) + (B1,B2) + (ct ,c2) = 85 
2) Set all. productive line equal to infinity. 




























43 16 11 
- - ~ 
' 
32 11 7 
5 30 32 
- - 34 




9 2:3 - -
Figure 9. Red~ced Cost Matrix-1 
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1) Reduce the matrix. Total cost reduced = 32. The bound for 
2) 
3) 
sub-problem 1 = 32. 
Calculate 9k l (shown at top-right for each zero cell). 
1' j 
Select Max 8 1 = (A ,P2 ) as the branch node. k.' . 2 -
all i 1 J 
all j 
4) For sub-problem 2 (A2 ,P2 ), delete row: A1 ,A2 ,P2 and column: 
A2 ,P2 ,P1 , set P 1A1 = =. 
5) For suh-problem3 (A2 ,P2 ), set A2P2 = = 




- - 0 29 32 5 0 23 
11 
- - - - - - - -
- 19 - - 27 6 2 18 
C.\ 
0~; 0 - - - 0 25 27 3 
5 
0 
- 5 27 0 - - 29 4 
0 5 
- 24 6 25 - ..:. 0 18 
i 
2 
- 24 2 27 29 0 - -
5 
- 5 18 3 4 18 - -
6 0 0 0 
Figure 10. Reduced Cost Matrix-2 
(A?- I ?J 
Sub-problem 2 aperation (See Figures 11 and 12) 
1) Impose all necessary constraints~ 
2) Reduce matrix. Total cost reduced = 2. The bound for 
sub-problem 2 = 32 + 2 = 3_4. 
3) Cal cu1ate Max 9 . 
k. ,1. 
all i ~ J 
(c1 ,A1 ) as the next branch node. 
all j 
4) For sub-problem 4 (P1 ,c1 ), delete row P 1 ,c1 and column c1 ,c2 
set c2P2 = =. 
5) For sub~problem 5 (P1 ,c1 ), set P 1c1 = =. The bound for 
sub-problem 5 = 34 + 5 = 39. 
- 32 5 
27 - -
6 - -
2 29 0 












- 32 5 0 23 
25 - - 29 4 
q 
4 - - 0 18 ,, 
4 4 
0 29 0 - -
16 4 18 - -
2 0 0 
' ·Figure 11. Reduced Cost Matrix-3 Figure 12. Reduced Cost Matrix-4 
Sub-problem 4 Operation (See Figures 13 and 14) 
1) Impose all necessary constraints. 
2) Reduce matrix. Total cost reduced = 9. The bound for 




3) Select a sub-problem with least bound which is the sub-problem 3. 
25 - -
4 - -
16 4 8 




12 0 4 
0 0 
Figure 14. Reduced Cost 
Matrix-6 
Sub-problem 3 Operation (See Figure 15) 
1) 
2) 
Impose all necessary constraints. 
Calculate 9 
k. ,1 . 
1 J 
Select Max 9 = (A2 ,B1 ) as the next branch node. k. ,1. 
all i l. J I I 
all j 
column: A2 , B1 , B2 , set B2A1 = ~. 
4) For sub-problem 7 (A2 ,B1 ), set A2B1 = ~. 
The bound for sub-problem 7 = 37 + 2 = 39. 
0 u 
- - 0 29 32 5 0 23 
- . - - - - - - -
- 14 - - 27 6 2 18 
2 
- - - - 0 25 27 3 
0 0 
- 0 27 0 - - 29 4 
0 
- 19 6 25 - - 0 18 
0 
- 19 2 27 29 0 - -
0 
- 0 18 3 4 18 - -
Figure 15. Reduced Cost Matrix-7 
35 
Sub-problem 6 Operation (See Figure 15) 
1) Impose all necessary constraints. 
2) Calculate 9k. ,l .• 
1 J 
Select Max 9k. ,l. = (C2 ,P2 ) as the next 
all i 1 J ' 
branch node. 
all j 
3) For sub-problem 8 (C2 ,P2 ), delete row: c1 , C2, P2 and 
column: c2 , P2 , P1 set P 1C1 = =. 
4) For sub-problem 9 (c2 ,P2 ), set C2P2 = =. 
The bound for sub-problem 9 = 37 + 19 = 56. 
0 0 
- - 0 0 23 
- - - - -
18 
- 21 - 0 18 
0 
- 19 0 - -
19 
- 0 16 - -
., 
Figure 16. Reduced_Cost Matrix-8 
Sub-problem 8 aperation (See Figure 17) 
A1 c1 
1) Impose all necessary constraints. p1 0 
2) Reduce matrix. Total cost reduced= 0. 
The bound for sub-problem 8 = 37. 
B2 0 





4) Since the bounds of all other sub-problems are greater than 
the cost of tour in the sub-problem 8, we reach the optimal 
solution of this example. 
The decision tree of this example is shown in Figure 18. The logic flow 
chart for this algorithm using the modificati9n of Little's branch and 
bound method is shown in Figure '19 using branching strategy ( 2). The 
function of the variousl boxes in this figure are explained further below: 
I) Read in the coordinates.for all lines and ports. 
2) Calculate distances for productive lines and for non-
productive lines. 
3) Calculate the sum of all productive lines K and then set the 
cost entries in matrix C for all productive lines equal to 
infinity. Delete P 2 row (ending port) and P 1 column 
(starting port). 
4) Set z0 (the cost of the best tour so far) to infinity, and 
number the node ~as 1 for all tours. 
5) Reduce matrix C. Set b0 = sum of reducing constants. 
Set W(X) (the lower bound on node X) = b 0 • 




K = l,2, ••• ,N; L = 1,2, ••• ,N; i = 1,2; J = 1,2; K f L) --
called node Y -- to branch to, so that 9 is the largest 
K. ,L.' 
1 J 
of all the penalties. 
-Branch to the exclusive node Y and set its bound 
W(Y) = W(X) + 9K. ,L .• 
1 J 
Branch to Y, delete row K. 1 , K. , L . and co 1 umn K. , L . , L . 1 , 
1 1 J 1 J J 
where i 1 = 3-i and j 1 = 3-j. Place infinities in the matrix C 
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The Logic Flow Chart of the Algorithm for 
Ship Routing Problem Using the 




and find bY' the sum of the reducing constant. Set the bound 
on node Y as W(Y) = W(X) + by• 
9) If all lines have been traversed, a tour has been obtained, 
go to (10). Otherwise, go to (12). 
10) If the cost of this tour W(Y) is less than z0 , go to (11). 
Otherwise, go to (12). 
11) Record the new tour and update z0 • Go to (12). 
12) Select the next node X from which to branch, as that node 
with the lowest bound W(X). 
13) If all the bounds are greater than z0 , the branching is 
completed, the stored tour is optimal, go to (14); otherwise, 
continue to (15). 
14) Add the K value to z0 and stop. 
15) The matrix C must be updated and set up to correspond to node 
X as follows. Copy the original cost matrix into the matrix c. 
Find T = ~(K. ,L.), going from the top of tree to node X. For 
1 J 
each such link (K.,L.), delete row K.', K., L. and column K., 
1 J 1 1 J 1 
L., L.t of the matrix c, and set infinities into the 
J J 
appropriate cells in the matrix C to prevent subloops. For 
each exclusive node in the chain from the top of the tree to 
node X, set the corresponding element in the matrix C to 
infinity. Reduce the matrix C and set a new bound on X as 
W(X) = T + the sum of the reducing constants. Go to step (6). 
Programmed Algorithm 
The algorithm for the single-ship through single-prospect routing 
problem using the modification of Little's sequential tour-building 
_____ .. · 
programmed in the FORTRAN ~uage. Two separated programs were 
coded for strategy (2) of this algorithm, which branches a sub-problem 
41 
from the "free" node nearest to the present node, proceeding upwards in 
the tree. The first version program of the strategy (2) uses N of 
N by N arrays to store the information needed at each branching point so 
that the branches that have been searched can be thrown away. The 
second version program of the strategy (2) uses only one N by N array 
and two other one-dimensional arrays to store the information needed. 
The information is packed when it is stored and unpacked when it is 
retrieved, in these two one-dimensional arrays. In addition, one 
program was coded for strategy (1) which branches a sub-problem from the 
"free" node with least bound. The procedure to store the information 
needed in this program is the same as the second version program on the 
strategy ( 2) • 
A comparison of execution times and storage requirements on the 
IBM )60/65 computer for these three programmed algorithms is shown in 
Figure 20 and Table II. The second version program of strategy (2) is 
utilized in this algorithm since it takes shorter computation time than 
the strategy (1) and requires less core storage than the first version 
of strategy (2). 
Subtour Elimination Algorithm 
for Ship Routing Problem 
The idea of Eastman's subtour elimination method is based on the 
fact that every solution to the traveling salesman problem is also a 
feasible solution to the corresponding assignment problem. The optimal 
solution to the assignment problem is therefore a lower bound on the 
-·· f/1 
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Figure 20. A CotJJparison of Gompu~:ation Times of Three Programmed 
Algorithms 
TABLE II 
A COMPARISON OF CORE STORAGE REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATION. 
TIMES OF THREE PROGRAMMED ALGORITHMS 
Time and Approximate Core Maximum 
Storage Computation Storage of 
Method Time (min.) (K Bytes) Lines 
Version· 1 
N {2.05) • 
Stra-/egy (2) (0.001) 92 
14 
Version 2 (2.06)N . 
Strategy (2) (0.001) 
62 14 
N (2.08) • 
Stragegy ( l) (0.001) 62 14 
solution of the traveling salesman problem; and, if the solution is 
cyclic, it is also the optimal solution to the traveling salesman 
problem. If the solution is not cyclic, then one or more subtours must 
exist. Special methods are used to eliminate the subtours by joining 
them to form one tour that passes through all the N points. 
If one applies Eastman's subtour elimination method to the ship rout-
ing problem difficulties might arise from the fact that the assignment 
problem procedure assumes the independence of each entry in cost matrix. 
The modification of the assignment problem procedure to include the 
dependence of entries in a cost matrix is beyond the scope of this 
research. The author's research work in this approach is concentrated 
on the development of a procedure which, when incorporated with the 
assignment problem procedurej can be used to solve the ship routing 
problem. 
One attempt of this approach is to set the entries for each line 
pair (i.e., A1A2 , A2A1 , B1B29 B2B1 , ••• , etc.) in the original cost 
matrix equal to infinity. It is hoped that with this kind of set-up, 
the final optimal sol uti on will include at 1 east one entry out of each 
line pair so that the feasibility of the solution is maintained. The 
cost matrix of Example 1 in the previous section with this kind of 
set-up is in Figure 21. 
- 0 11 40 
0 - 30 11 
11 30 - 0 
40 11 0 -
I 
43 16 32 5 
16 35 11 30 
11 35 7 32 



























Figure 21. The Cost Matrix of Example 1 with Special 
Set-Up for Line Pair 
44 
Unfortunately, it can be shown that both entries of a line pair can 
be forced away, and hence none of the entries on a line pair will be 
included in the final optimal solution. This situation will occur when 
some zeroes are generated in a later iteration in the same column or 
row where the line pair is located. A more effective procedure to 
explicitly impose the sensitibility constraints of the problem are 
discussed.in the following section. 
Description of the Algorithm 
This algorithm starts with an original cost matrix C which has 
2(N+1) by 2(N+1) elements in it. All diagonal elements of this matrix 
are set to infinity. The cost C is interpreted as the cost of 
K. ,L. 
l J 
traveling from line K, end i to line L, end j. The cost matrix C is 
I 
then restructured as C , containing only (N+1) by (N+1) elements, by 





for K 1,2, ••• ,N+1 
L 1,2, ••• ,N+1 K I L 
4:5 
The purpose of restructuring the cost matrix C to the cost matrix C is 
to definitely include the productive line in the final solution 
"implicitly". The algorithm then determines the optimal solution 
utilizing the cost matrix C • If the solution to the assignment problem 
is a tour, then this is the optimal solution of the ship routing problem. 
If the solution to the assignment problem is not a tour, then it must 
consist of several 
1) subtour lines and/or 
2) overlapping linkages. 
For these cases special procedures are developed to eliminate the sub-
tour lines and overlapping linkages. 
Example 4:-1 from the previous section is used to illustrate this 
I 
procedure. Figure 22 shows the reduced cost matrix C of this example. 
The letter on the top-left corner of each cost cell indicates the end 
points of a seismic line where the minimum cost is chosen. For instance, 
in AB cell, 21 means the 5 is the cost of traveling from line A, end 2 














The Reduced Cost 
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The solution of assignment problem for the cost matrix C is shown 





The procedure of eliminating subtour lines and the procedure of 
eliminating overlapping linkages is discussed in detail in the 
following two sub-sections. 
The Procedure of Eliminating 
Subtour Lines 
To eliminate a subtour, Eastman [20] chose one of the subtours 
having minimum number of linkages, and created a set of new problems 
for eliminating linkages from subtour. Bellmore and Malone [8] 
summarized Eastman's approach into the following statement: 
The elimination of any given subtour S of length K 
can be accomplished by imposing the constraint 
i:(. . ) ES 1 X .. s; K-1, where S 1 is the ordered-pair 
1,J 1J 
representation of S. 
Bellmore and Malone [8] extended Eastman's subtour elimination method to 
a more effective way. Their extension is summarized in the 
following statement: 
The elimination of any given subtour S of length K 
can be accomplished by imposing the constraint 
i:iES i:jES Xij_~ 1, where S is the set of cities on the 
subtour, and S is the complement of S. 
Garfinkel [23] develops a branching scheme for partitioning the feasible 
set which has proved to be better than Bellmore and Malone's method 
in computation times. Therefore, in this research, Garfinkel's method 
is used to eliminate subtour linkages. Garfinkel's method,·which"is 
based on vertex partition, has been extended in this dissertation to a 
method which can be used to partition edge. The detail and proof of 
optimality of this method will be discussed in Chapter V. We will 
briefly review Garfinkel's method [23] as follows. 
For a graph GK = (V,EK), the subset of tours at VK of the 
enumeration tree is denoted by SK~ To separate SK' choose any vertex 
set 9 C V (there exist at least two), which corresponds to a subtour. 
If 9 = [i 1 , ••• , ip} and 9 is its complement, we impose the constraint 
~iE9 ~jE9 Xij ~ 1 by separating SK into P subsets. Each subset cor-
K responds to a graph having some of the edges of E deleted. For an 
arbitrary vertex iEe, define: 
e. = [(i,j) ljE9} 
]_ 
and 
* Then the edge sets corresponding to the separation SKare: 
E. K = EK - e. 
1 1 1 1 
- ... -
Garfinkel's theor~m [23] then states: 
Every tour t that is contained in G~ = (V,EKi is 
contained in exactly one of the graphs Q .. = (V,E .. ), 
l.J l.J j = 1, ••• , P. 
Garfinkel's method can now be. used to eliminate the subtour lines. 









procedure of finding a partition subset in order to eliminate the 
subtour is stated as follows: 
~9 
1) Select a subtour line with minimal length (in this case, 
suppose we select P and A). 
I 
Form 9. and 9. as described 
1 1 
previously in Garfinkel's method. (In this case, 9p= [(PA)}; 
e; = ((PB),(PC)}~ ,SA= ((AP)}; 9~ = ((AB),(AC)}.) 
2) e. I For each and 9. , assign to it its end point index. 
1 1 
(In this case, assume the end point index for PA is 11, 




eA t (A2P 2)} 
el 
A ((A2B1)' (A1C1)} • ) 
J) Form the partition subset as described by Garfinkel. 
(In this case, Ep E - e p 
The decision tree diagram :for this example with above procedure is 





SU 8- PROBLEM 
' 
No.2 
The Decision, ,Tree :for a Partition 
Subset o:f Subtour Lines 
The Procedure of Eliminating 
Overlapping Linkages 
In the exercise of this algorithm, an overlapping linkage will 
occur at the end point where a linkage is entered and another linkage 
is exited at same time. For example, if the solution of. assignment 
problem of the previous Example 4-1 is: 
OR 
GRAPHICALLY 
Overlapping linkages occur at the end point of A1 and B1 • There are 
two ways to break the overlapping linkages at the end point of A1 and 
will not be in the final solution. The decision tree diagram for this 
example is shown in Figure 24. 
50 
The general procedure for eliminating an overlapping linkage can be 
stated as the follows: 
1) Select the subtour with minimum length which contains at 
least one overlapping linkage (there may be only one subtour 
in the solution of an assignment problem) • 
.. 
2) Find the overlapping linkage in this subtour. 
J) Find a mutually exclusive subset for these overlapping 








The Decision Tree for Partition Subset of 
Overlapping Linkages 
The alg:orithm developed to eliminate a subtour line and/or an 
' 
51 
overlapping linkage for any unsearched sub-problem can now be summarized 
as the follo:ws: 
1) Consider the solution of the current assignment problem. If 
there exists at least one overlapping linkage in the solution, 
go to step (2). If no overlapping linkages exist but at least 
one su~tour 1 ine is in the sol uti on, go to step ( J). 
If there exist no overlapping linkages and no subtour lines, 
52 
a tour is found. Store the cost and the linkages of this tour 
and continue to next unsearched sub-problem with least bound. 
2) Branch the current problem into more sub-problems by using 
the procedure of eliminating overlapping linkages, and then 
continue to next unsearched sub-problem with least bound. 
3) Branch the current problem into more sub-problems by using 
the procedure of eliminating subtour lines, and then 
continue to next unsearched sub-problem with least bound. 
A logic flow chart of this algorithm using the modification of subtour 
elimination method is shown in Figure 25. 
Programmed Algorithm 
The algorithm for the single-ship through single-prospect routing 
problem using the modification of subtour elimination method was 
programmed in the FORTRAN IV language. The programmed instructions 
implement the theory presented in the preceding section. 
The algorithm requires a computer memory of approximately 82 K 
bytes for a 1~-line configuration. The time required to obtain the 
optimal path through a N-line prospect configuration is approximately 
(2.92)N(0.001) minutes when executed on the IBM 360/65 computer. Since 
the execution time increases exponentially as the number of lines 
increases, it is found that this algorithm is not an effective one for 
solving a large scale ship routing problem. A compari~on of this 
algorithm with other algorithms is discussed in Chapter VII. 
Figure 25. 
FIND AIIRTITION SUBSET 
FOR SUBTOUR LINES 
WITH SMALLEST 
LENGTH 
The Logic Flow Chart ·of the Algorithm 
for Ship Routing Problem Using the 




ALGORITHM FOR THE SINGLE-SHIP THROUGH 
SINGLE-PROSPECT PROBLEM USING A 
GRAPH THEORETIC APPROACH 
The ship routing problem of finding the shortest route starting 
from port P 1 , traversing all lines and returning to port P2 is similar 
to finding the shortest Hamiltonian chain (SCH) of a link-weighted 
graph. A Hamiltonian chain (HC) is defined as a line passing through 
every vertex of the graph exactly once. If the link joining the two end 
vertices of a HC is added, the resulting tour is called a Hamiltonian 
circuit. 
It had been observed by Obruca [~7] that the majority of lines 
appearing in a shortest spanning tree for any network also appear in an 
optimal solution to the corresponding traveling salesman problem. 
Christofides [10] used the same idea to develop an algorithm that finds 
a shortest Hamiltonian chain of a graph. In this dissertation, it is 
proved that the Christofides' algorithm is ineffective because the 
partition of a feasible subset is not mutually exclusive. A better 
procedure has been developed and proved to be optimal. This procedure 
is then modified and applied to the ship routing of marine seismic 
mapping operations. 
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Construction of Shortest Spanning Tree 
There are two well known methods that can be used to construct the 
shortest spanning tree of a graph: These a:re·lP:tilll's' .. method [51].and 
Kruskal's method [38]. Since the Kruskal's method fits the requirement 
for constructing a "conditional shortest spanning tree" (which will be 
discussed later), Kruskal's method and the Seppanen's [58] programmed 
algorithm are summarized below. 
Kruskal's method [38] starts with an original cost matrix C, and 
first sorts all edges into ascending numerical order. If the cost 
matrix C is symmetric, then only upper right triangle of the matrix need 
to be considered. The procedure generates a tree b)r;iilciuding the 
shortest edge which does not form loops with the edges already in the 
tree. This step is performed as many times as necessary until all 
edges in the list are exhausted. The spanning tree generated by this 
procedure has a minimum cost. 
Seppanen [58] gives an efficient computer program for Kruskal's 
algorithm. The main concept of this algorithm is described briefly as 
follows: At each stage of the algorithm, one· edg'e~·at a:time is 
considered from rest list of edges, whereby. one of four possible 
conditions will arise. If neither of the vertices is included in a 
tree, this edge is taken as new tree and its vertices numbered by an 
incremented component number. If one vertex is in a tree, the edge will 
be added to this tree. If the two vertices are in two different trees, 
these will be combined into a single tree by renumbering the vertices of 
the other component. Finally, if both vertices are in the same tree, 
the edge completes a fundamental cycle of the graph with respect to the 
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spanning tree and consequently will not be considered further. At the 
end, the indices of edges in the spanning tree are stored in an array. 
The procedure will generate a shortest spanning tree of a graph. 
The Seppanen's shortest spanning tree computer program, originally 
coded in the ALGOL language, is re-coded into the FORTRAN IV language 
with modifications for solving the ship routing problem. 
A Review and Analysis of Christofides' Method 
of Finding a Shortest Hamiltonian Chain 
Christofides' method [to] starts with the original cost matrix C 
in which all diagonal elements are set to infinity. Then the method 
uses Kruskal's [38] algorithm to find a shortest spanning tree. Within 
the solution of shortest spanning tree, if the starting and ending 
vertices have gegree of 1 and· all -other vertices have degree of 2, then the 
problem is solved. Otherwise, those vertices with degree greater than 2 
are candidates for branching. Since at least one of the edges 
associated with such a vertex must be absent from the final solution, 
Christofides selects and branc~es on the vertex with highest degree 
(> 2). The Christofides' algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
Step 1: Find a shortest spanning tree for cost matrix C ..• 
1J 
Obtain cost of shortest spanning tree (CSST) which 1s 
the lower bound for the length of shortest Hamiltonian 
chain. Go to Step 2. 
Step 2: If all the vertices have degree of 2 except the starting 
and ending vertex have degree 1, go to Step 3. Otherwise, 
select the vertices· have degree 1, go to Step J. Otherwise, 
with it (say m), and branch m sub-problems from the 
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current problem by excluding each of these m edges one at 
a time from the·initial problem. Go to Step 3. 
Step 3: If the bound for an existing shortest Hamil toni an chain is 
less than the bound for all other unsearched sub-problems, 
stop. Otherwise, select the sub-problem with least bound 
and go to Step 1. 
An example of this procedure from Christofides' [10] is shown in 
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NOTA HC HC 
Figure 27. The Decision Tree Search 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 4 10 18 5 10 
2 4 0 12 8 2 6 
3 10 12 0 4 18 16 
[c . . } --
1J - 4 18 8 4 0 14 6 
5 5 2 18 14 0 16 
6 10 6 16 6 16 0 
Figure 28. The Cost Matrix 
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Computational experience with this algorithm·has not been 
reported by Christofides. However, in this dissertation, a computer 
program based on this algorithm to solve the ship routing problem has 
been coded and tested. The results on execution time are not 
encouraging. The weakness of this algorithm is that the branching 
strategy does not separate the solution spaces into mutually exclusive 
subsets. The above example will be used to illustrate this point. 
According to the spanning tree in Figure 26(c), there are a total 
of eight possible combinations for generating sub-problems from the 




( 2- 5 )out 2 
( 2- 6 )out 
(2-5)In 3 
( 2~ 5 )out 4 
(2-5)In 5 
( 2- 5 )out 6 
( 1- 2 )0ut 
(2~5)In 7 
( 2- 5 )out 8 
where (1-2)In means edge 1-2 will be included in the new sub-problem; 
( 1-2) Out means edge 1-2 will not be included in the new sub-problem. 
Using Christofides' algorithm~ three sub-problems are generated and 
their partitions are: 
Problem D (2-5 = =): This includes the sub-problems with combination 
index [2, ~' 6, 8}. 
Problem C (2-6 =): This includes the sub-problems with combination 
index [J, ~' 7, 8}. 
Problem B (1-2 =): This includes the sub-problems with combination 
index [5, 6, 7, 8}. 
It is obvious that the partition for each sub-problem is not 
mutually exclusive and hence, the procedure may not be efficient. 
Shortest Hamiltonian Chain Algorithm 
for the Ship Routing Problem 
An Extension of Gar:finkel 1 s Method of 
Partitioning a Feasible Subset 
Garf'inkel Is method for partitioning a feasible subset described 
in the previous chapter is based upon the discrimination of vertices. 
In order to apply this method to branch the solution from a shortest 
spanning tree, we have to extend this procedure from one of discrimi-
nating vertices to a procedure of discriminating edges. In other 
words, instead of partitioning a vertex set, an edge set will be 
partitioned to generate mutually exclusive sub-problems. A theorem 
which is similar to Garfinkel's is derived. It is proved that the 
optimal solution will fall in one of the subsets obtained via the 
partitioning of the edge set. 
K K 
For a graph G = (V,E ), form a shortest spanning tree for this 
graph. Let an edge set of the tree be ET. Choose any vertex i which 
has degree of more than two in the tree (there exists at least one if 
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the graph is not a Hamiltonian chain). 
Let e = [li 1' 1 i2' ... , 1 iP} (5-1) 
where 1 .. EET ' 
j 1, •• (it , p . 
1J 
For an arbitrary edge 1. . E ej define 
1J 
e. [1. .!1. . E e} ~Ec (5-2) 
J 1J 1J 
e ~ [1 . . !1 . . E e} E Ec 
J 1J 1J 
where EC is the edge set of an optimal Hamiltonian chain. 
* Then the edge sets corresponding to the separation SKare: 
E~ = TE - e. 
11 11 
(5-J) 
where TE is the total edge in the matrix C and the G) sign means e. is 
1p 
definitely included in the sub-problem. 
We define a shortest spanning tree with this property as a 
11 conditional shortest spanning tree 11 • A detailed discussion of 11 
11 condi tional shortest spanning tree 11 will be presented in the next 
section. We can now state the modified theorem of Garfinkel's Lemma 2 
[23] as follows: 
Every Hamiltonian chain that is contained in GK=(V,EK) i~ 
K K 
contained in exactly one of the graphs G .. =(V,E. ), j=1, 
1J 1p 
••• ' p ~ 
Proof: 
Let EC be the edge set of the optimal Hamiltonian chain. Suppose 
that ECn 9~ lq?, then from (5-J), EC~E~ and EC£E~, j = 2, ••• , P. 
1 ~ 1, 
I I K J 
If Ecn e. ~ and Ecn e. I q?, the Ec~ E, , since Ecn 9. I~- It 
11 11 11 11 
follows that ECS E~ and EC£f E~ , j I 2. By the same reasoning, for 
12 11 
c c · n e' ... 2 _r _ P, 1f Ec i . = ';11, j = 1, ••• , r-1, 
K J 
and Ec~ E. , j I r. 
1 . 
J 
and Ecn 9~ 1 ~, then Ec£ E~ 
r r 
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This new algorithm for finding a shortest Hamiltonian chain can be 
summarized as follows: 
Step 1: Form a shortest spanning tree for the problem and calcu-
late the lower bound. If the tree forms a Hamiltonian 
chain, go to Step 2. Otherwise, select vertex i which 
has maximum number of edges P associated with it. Branch 
this problem to P sub-problems by using equation (5-J) 
above. Go to Step 2. 
Step 2: If the lower bound for all the sub-problems are greater 
than the lower bound of the Hamiltonian chain, stop. 
Otherwise, select the problem with least lower bound and 
then go to Step 1. 
We will use this new procedure to solve the Christofides' example. 
If we select vertex 2 to form an edge set, the 9 = [(2,1),(2,6),(2,5)} 
* and the set SK is determined from: 




NOTA HC HC 
Figure 29. The Decision Tree Search 
Although for this small problem the computation work of this pro-
cedure is the same as in the Christofides' method, for a large problem 
it results in a faster convergence to the optimal solution. This 
conclusion may be verified by comparing the partitioned sub-problems 
generated from this procedure with those generated from Christofides' 
method. Using the same combination index, the partitions of the sub-
problems are: 
Problem B (2-1==): This includes the sub-problems with combination 
index {5, 6, 7, 8}. 
Problem C (1-2=0 and 2-6==): This includes the sub-problems with 
combination index {3, lto}. 
6) 
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Problem D (1-2=0 and 2-6=0 and 2-5==): This includes the sub-problems 
with combination index [2}. 
This procedure is therefore more effective than the Christofides' 
method because all partitions are mutually exclusive. 
Description of the Algorithm 
A "conditional shortest spanning tree" will now be defined. Given 
a set of edges E of a graph9 and a subset of edges E8 where ES E E, find 
a shortest spanning tree which will definitely include ES in the final 
·solution. The shortest spanning tree resulting is called a 
"conditional shortest spanning tree". The procedure for finding a 
11 condi tional shortest spanning tree" is the same as the procedure of 
finding shortest spanning tree, except the entries of the cost matrix 
of all the edges in subset ES have to be pre~set to zero. Therefore, 
when Kruskal's method is used, all the edges in ES will be on the top 
of ascending list and hence, will always be in the final solution. 
We will describe a theorem of Christofides' [to] before presenting 
the ship routing algorithm. 
Theorem: Let C [c .. ] be the link~cost matrix of the original 
1J 
graph G and let K be a large positive number greater 
than the cost of any Hamiltonian chain. Then the 
solution of shortest spanning tree with the link-cost 
I 
matrix C , where: 
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2K for i and j = i1 or i2 
I 
j .I i1 i2 c. = c. for all i' or l,j l,j 
is the solution of shortest spanning tree in which the 
degree of vertices i 1 and i 2 is one. 
The application of the above theorem will help in forming a 
shortest Hamiltonian chain which starts from i 1 and ends at i 2 or visa 
versa. The algorithm for the ship routing problem using graph 
theoretic approach can now be described. This algorithm combines the 
following four topics together. 
1) The Kruskal's method to form a shortest spanning tree. 
2) The 11 condi tional shortest spanning tree" concept described 
in this section. 
J) The Christofides' theorem on a Hamiltonian chain for a 
specific starting and ending point. 
4) The extension of Garfinkel 1 s method of partitioning feasible 
sets. 
The algorithm can be stated as follows: 
St.ep 1: Add a large positive number to the row and the column of 
P1 and P 2 in the original cost matrix. Go to Step 2. 
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Step 2: Use the 11 condi tional shortest spanning tree" concept and 
Step 3: 
·use Kruskal's method to form a shortest spanning tree. 
If the shortest spanning tree is a Hamiltonian chain, 
go to Step 3. Otherwise, select the vertex of highest 
degree, and use the extension of Garfinkel's method of 
partitioning a feasible subset in order to branch the 
current problem into sub-problems. 
If the cost of the best shortest Hamiltonian chain 
generated is less than or equal to the cost of all 
unsearched sub-problems, stop. Otherwise, select the 
sub-problem with least cost and then go to Step 2. 
The logical flow chart of this algorithm is shown in Figure 30. 
Programmed Algorithm 
The algorithm for the single-ship through single-prospect problem 
using the modification of the shortest Hamiltonian chain method was 
programmed in the FORTRAN IV language. The programmed instructions 
implement the theory presented in the preceding section. 
The algorithm requires a computer memory of approximately 60 K 
bytes for a 14-line configuration. The time required to obtain the 
optimal path through a N-line prospect configuration is approximately 
(2.67)N(0.001) minutes when executed on the IBM 360/65 computer. 
Although the computation time required by this algorithm is 
larger than the algorithm using the modification of Little's sequential 
tour-building method, it is found that only this algorithm can solve 
the problem with an unspecified starting point and ending point. An 
example of this type of application is presented in Table III. 
Figure 30. The Logic Flow Chart of the Algorithm 
for Ship Routing Problem Using the 
Modification of Shortest Hamiltonian 
Chain Method 
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Example 6-1: Suppose that a process line manufactures four types of 
gasoline: racing fuel, premium, regular, and leadfree. 
In a fuel production cycle, the amount of non-production 
time (i.e., setup time) depends on the sequence in which 
these fuels are manufactured. The matrix of setup time 
S .. might resemble the one shown in Table III. The 
l.J 
problem is to find an optimal production sequence for 
three periods of the fuel production cycle. 
TABLE III 
THE MATRIX OF SETUP TIMES s .. 
l.J 
( 1) (2) (3) (4:) 
Racing (1) 30 50 90 
Premium {2) 4:0 20 80 
Regular (3) 30 30 60 
Lead free (4:) 20 15 10 
If the assumption is made that a cyclic plan is always followed, 
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then the problem can be solved by the Little's sequential tour-b4ilding 
method. The optimal sequence for each cycle is the same for each 
period as shown in Figure 31 and the total cost is 370. 
FIRST CYCLE SECOND CYCLE THIRD CYCLE 
t tf tt t 
I---- 2----3----4----1----2----3----4----1----2--- .. 3----4 
Figure Jl. The Optimal Sequence Using Branch and 
Bound Method 
However, it is impractical to assume that the production sequence 
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will be cyclic. It is obvious that if the first sequence of the current 
cycle maintains the same as the last sequence of the previous cycle, the 
setup time between these two cycles can be eliminated. To solve the 
problem under this condition, only the algorithm based on the shortest 
Hamil toni an chain can be applied. The optimal sequence for each cycle 
might be different (as shown in Figure 32) and the total cost is 2)0. 
Therefore, the shortest Hamiltonian chain method will result in a cost 
saving of 140 over branch and bound method. 
The comparison of execution times and storage requirements between 
this algorithm and the algorithms based on other approaches will be 
discussed in Chapter VI. 
FIRST CYCLE SECOND CYCLE THIRD CYCLE 
f tf tf t 
4----2----3----l----l----2----3----4----4----2----3----l 
Figure J2. The Optimal Sequence Using Shortest 
Hamiltonian Chain Method 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY OF ALGORITHMS FOR THE SINGLE-SHIP 
THROUGH SINGLE-PROSPECT ROUTING PROBLEM 
Summary of Algorithms 
In the research work of Phase I, four algorithms were developed 
using different approaches to solve the single-ship through single-
prospect problem. A total of seven separate computer programs imple-
menting the theories developed, were coded into the FORTRAN IV language 
on the IBM 360/65 computer. 
Table IV shows: 1) approximate computational times, 2) memory 
storage requirements, J) maximum number of lines in programmed 
algorithm, and 4,) total number of data sets tested. The most effective 
algorithm developed to solve the single-ship through single-prospect 
problem is the algorithm based upon the modification of Little's 
sequential tour-building method. The computer program for this 
algorithm requires only 60 K bytes to solve a 14c-line configuration 
problem while the Willard's algorithm [66] takes 150 K bytes to solve 
a 10-line configuration problem. The computation time for this 
algorithm is only slightly higher than Willard's. 
A drawback of this algorithm is that for a small portion of 
test problems with lines numbering over 13, the algorithm might 




THE COMPARISON OF PERFO~ANCE FOR VARIOUS ALGORITHMS 
Approx. *. Memory Maximum Total 
~ Computat. Storage No. Line Number of M Time Requirem. In Porg. Data Set (minutes) (K Bytes) Algorithm Tested 
Conventional (1.84)N 
Dynamic 
Method( 66 ) 










(2.09)N Modifi- (1) and 





(2) and (2.05)N 




Bound & Bound Strategy 
(2.07)N (2) and 
Method 
Version 62 14 12 
Approach 
( 2) (0.001) 
Modification of 
(2.92)N 





Modification of Shortest 62 14 10 
(0.001) 
Hamiltonian Method 
* The approximate computation times for N lines is an average of 
execution time of test problems which excluded the problems that 
converge to optimal solution very slowly. 
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faced by optimal seeking procedures for the combinatorial problems 
having large numbers of entries. To overcome this potential difficulty, 
an effective strategy for obtaining a heuristic solution has been 
developed and incorporated into this algorithm. The detail of this 
strategy is described in the next section. 
Modification of Optimizing Algorithm 
With Heuristic Solution Features 
As mentioned previously, the difficulty faced by optimal seeking 
procedures for large scale combinatorial problems is that computation 
time increases exponentially with the number of entries N. This fact 
was experienced when the algorithms developed in the previous chapters 
for the single-ship through single-prospect routing problem were tested. 
For this reason, a heuristic solution approach is studied in this 
dissertation. The purpose is to develop an effective heuristic solution 
strategy to incorporate into the optimizing algorithm so that a near-
optimal solution can be obtained whenever the seeking of optimal 
solution is difficult. 
Bounds of the Problem 
The quality of the lower bound is a vital factor in determining 
the effectiveness of the branch and bound algorithm developed in the 
previous two chapters. A good quality lower bound is also useful when 
establishing a reference point against which one can compare the 
results of heuristic solution methods. 
7~ 
Christofides [21] suggest three ways of calculating lower bounds 
for traveling salesman problems. All are easy to calculate, and the 
computation time is negligible when compared with the total solution 
time of the traveling salesman problem. These three ways can be 
described briefly as follows: 
1) The Shortest Spanning Tree (SST) 
The traveling salesman problem can be represented by a 
graph of N nodes and N(N-1) possible links which completely 
interconnect these nodes. A spanning tree of such a graph is 
any set of (N-1) links that connect all of the N nodes. If 
a link is removed from a Hamiltonian circuit, then the graph 
becomes a Hamil toni an chain. A Hamiltonian chain is a 1[ · 
particular case of a spanning tree and is thus limited from 
below by the length of the SST. Instead of removing any link 
from Hamiltonian circuit, Christofides suggested removing the 
longest one which will yield a better bound for the traveling 
salesman problem. This implies the following equation for the 
lower bound to the optimal traveling salesman tour. 
= CSST +Max (d. 2 ) . J 
J 
where CSST is the cost of the SST and dj 2 is the cost between 
the jth city and the second nearest of its neighboring cities. 
2) The Assignment Problem (Ap) 
The traveling salesman problem can be treated as a 
classical problem with the extra requirement that the solution 
of assignment problem must be a tour. Thus the solution to 
the assignment problem which does not necessarily yield a 
valid tour is a lower bound for the optimal traveling 
salesman tour. 
3) The Sum ot the Shortest Link (SL) 
In a graph that depicts a traveling salesman tour, two 
links emanate _from each node. Thus, a valid lower bound for 
the cost of the traveling sal~sman tour is the quantity 
N 
1/2 \ (dJ.1 + dJ.2) /;:1 
where dj 1 and dj 2 are the shortest links and the next 
shortest links that can emanate from city j, respectively. 
The factor 1/2 is necessary because each city is considered 
twice as "go-to" and 11 come-from11 • 
Various experiments have been performed to test the lower bounds 
suggested above by Christofides. Ten traveling salesman problems with 
10, 20, etc., up to 100 cities were randomly gen~rated. The problems 
were solved by 3-optimal method (a tour is defined to be 3-optimal if 
no improvement can be obtained by replacing any r of. its links by any 
other set of r links). Bounds were calculated for the problem without 
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any attempts to improve them and the results as reported by Christofides 
are shown in Figure 33. 
The bounds from the SST are seen to be the best for all ten 
problems with an average value of about ten per cent below the costs of 
the conjectured optimal tour. Next best are the bounds BSL and BAP' 
with average values of 14 per cent and 19 per cent, respectively, below 
the optimal tour costs. Based upon this result, the bounds generated by 
the SST concept which are the tightest among the three lower bounds, 
will be used to develop an effective heuristic solution strategy that 
can be incorporated into the optimizing algorithm. 
BOO 
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90 
Figure JJ. A Comparison of Lower Bounds in Ten 
Traveling Salesman Problems from 
Christofides' [21] Paper 
Description of Optimizing Algorithm 
With Heuristic Solution Feature 
100 
The optimizing algorithm with heuristic solution feature developed 
in this section uses the lower bound generated from the shortest 
spanning tree pro'!llem to stop the optimal seeking procedure and obtain 
a near-optimal solution when the computation time exceeds a specified 
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limit. The algorithm can be stated as follows: 
Step 1: Pre-determine an execution time limit of the program, As. 
The limit As will be used to stop the optimal seeking pro-
cedure of the algorithm if the difference between the 
best cost yielded and the cost of shortest spanning tree 
(SST) is less than or equal to As. Calculate the cost 
of SST of the problem, CB. 
Step 2: Check the total execution time against the execution time 
limit of the problem. If the total execution time is less 
than the execution time limit, go to Step 4. Otherwise, 
go to Step ). 
Step J: If the best solution yielded CT' satisfy the following 
condition: 
C - c :s; As 
T b 
then indicate the last solution is an approximation and 
stop. Otherwise, go to Step 4. 
Step 4: Use the optimizing algorithm based upon the modification 
of Little's sequential tour-building method to search 
each sub-problem. If the cost of all unsearched sub-
problems is greater than or equal to the cost of the best 
solution yielded so far, stop. Otherwise, find the next 
problem to be searched and to to Step 2. 
The optimizing algorithm with the heuristic solution feature for 
the single-ship through single-prospect routing problem was programmed 
in the FORTRAN IV language. The algorithm requires the same computer 
storage of version (2)-strategy(2) of the algorithm using the 
modification of Little's sequential tour-building method. Several 
prospect path-configurations have been used to test the computation 
performance of the algorithm. It was found that the algorithm will 
produce a good near-optimal solution whenever the conditions prohibit 
convergence to the true optimal solution. This algorithm is used in 
the further research of phase II. 
Extension of the Algorithm 
The programmed algorithm developed in the previous section will 
select the optimal path or near-optimal path of the problem based upon 
the distance matrix calculated from the coordinates of all seismic lines 
and starting and ending ports. However, in practice, the operational 
aspects of the ship which collects the data on seismic lines must be 
taken into consideration before an initial penalty matrix is generated. 
When the recording ship is in port, the seismic cable is wound 
on a reel aboard the ship. When collecting data on a line, this 
cable must be laid out in the water and towed by the ship. The axis 
of the cable must be aligned with the line being traversed as data is 
being gathered. In order to cover the entire seismic line, a ship must 
travel to a further position from the end point of the line so that when 
the ship arrives at the end point, the cable will be in the correct 
position. To lay out or pull in a cable requires approximately one 
to three hours, depending on the cable length and the mechanical 
equipment installed on the ship. With the cable aboard the ship, 
an average ship can travel approximately ten to fifteen knots per hour. 
If the cable is towed, the ship's speed is reduced approximately 
five knots per hour because of the severe drag. Since there is a 
difference in speeds with the cable in or not, a, decision must be 
made on whether to leave the cable in the water and change line at the 
slower speed or pull. in the cable and travel to the next line faster. 
A break-even distance where it is equally advantageous to both alter-
natives can be calculated and used to make a :favorable decision. To 
take into consideration the operational aspects described above, 
Willard [66] suggested that a penalty matrix representing travel time 
is more appropriate than distance. Willard's method o:f generating a 
penalty matrix o:f travel time is summarized as :follows: 
Define: 
A' I 
T. = 1n 
T 
out = 




time required to pull cable in. 
tini'e required to lay cable out. 
speed with cable in. 
speed with cable out. 
the length o:f cable. 







Calculate new co-ordinates A1 for A1 
I 
Distance from ~1 to A1 = 2 L 
I 
Calculate distance D from B1 to A1 
Calculate break-even travel distance D* by 
D* = (T. + T t)/[(1/S t) - (1/S. ) ] 1n ou ou 1n 
If D < D* Time travel from B1 to A1 = D/S t ou 
D ~ D* Time travel from B1 to A1 = [D/S. ] ' 1n 
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+ T. +T 
out 1n 
I 
[(distance from P 1 to A~)/Sin] also Time travel from P 1 to A1 = 
Time travel from A1 to P2 
+ T t ou 
[(distance from A1 to P2 )/Sin] 
+ T. 1n 
The capability of routing the ship by time suggested by Willard is 
incorporated into the optimizing algorithm with the heuristic solution 
feature. described in the previous section. This additional information 
will aid management ;in .eff~ctively 1.1tpizing the ship. 
CHAPTER VII 
ALGORITHMS FOR LARGE SCALE SHIP 
ROU'r!NG PROBLEM 
In today's marine seismic mapping operations, situations that 
require a ship to cover multi-prospects or multi-ships to cover multi-
prospects are common. The number of feasible paths that can be selected 
is much larger than the single-ship through single-prospect problem. 
It. is economically desirable that an effective algorithm be developed 
for such large scale mapping operations. For this reason, the Phase I 
research work of the previous chapters is extended in this chapter 
which considers the study and development of algorithms for the single-
ship through multi-prospects problem and the multi-ships through multi-
prospects problem. The development of algorithms in this chapter is 
concentrated on heuristic solution approaches. 
The research work of Phase II is accomplished in two parts: 1) the 
development of algorithms and 2) the development of a multi-purposes 
computer program. 
The Development of Algorithms 
Algorithm for the Single-Ship Through 
Multi-Prospects Problem 
To develop an algorithm for the single-ship through multi-prospects 
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problem, the location of each prospect and the lengths o! the seismic 
lines in each prospect have to be carefully examined. Figure 34 shows 
three examples with different kinds of layout. In Example 1, the 
locations ot the propsects are apart from each other. The average 
length of the seismic lines in each prospect is comparatively smaller 
than the distance between the prospe~ts. In Example 2, the locations 
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of the prospects are close to each other, and the average lengths of the 
seismic lines in each prospect are also very similar-to each other. In 
Example 3, the locations of the prospects are also close to each other, 
but the average length of the seismic lines of one prospect is compara-
tively larger than the average line lengths of the other two prospects. 
Example 1 is a representative !ayout of current marine seismic 
mapping operations. Each prospect is far away from the other prospects 
and the average lengths of the seismic lines in each prospect vary. 
Therefore, the development of the algorithm for solving the single-ship 
through multi-prospects problems will be concentrated on this type of 
problem. 
To route a ship through all the prospects like this type, the best 
sequence of the prospects which start at P1 and end at P2 can be deter-
mined first before the routing process for each prospect begins. The 
extent of variation from true optimal solution resulted from the pre-
determined sequence and can be minimized since the average length of 
the seismic lines in each prospect. is much smaller than the distances 
between the prospects. 
To determine the best sequence of prospects, a center for each 
prospect is first calculated by averaging the coordinates of the end 
points of each line within a prospect. A second point is then created 
EXAMPLE 1 
No.1 
EXAMPLE 3 "* No.I 
No.2 $t 




at a posit ion Jlear tJ 1e previous point and a 1 ine between these two 
points irs drawn. With this kind of formulation, the problem of routing 
the sequence of four prospects is now the problem of routing a prospect 
with four seismic lines, and the algorithm developed in Phase I can be 
applied. 
To route a single ship through N prospects, the procedure is 
based upon the idea that the best sequence can be pre-determined as 
above. The algorithm developed for the single-ship through single-
prospect problem can then be repeatedly applied for N times until the 
total problem is solved. However, the starting point and the ending 
point for each iteration of a prospect routing is different and has to 
be determined before application of the algorithm. For the first pros-
pect in the best sequence, the starting point is equal to the starting 
port in the total problem. For the last prospect in the best sequence, 
the ending point is equal to the ending port in the.total problem. For 
the prospect in the middle of the best sequence, the starting point is 
equal to the ending point of last seismic line of previous prospect 
routing and the ending point is equal to the center of the next prospect 
in the best sequence. 
The algorithm developed for solving the single-ship through multi-
prospects problem can be summarized as follows: 
Step 1: Determine the best sequence of all N prospects for 
the ship to be routed by 
1) Calculate the center of each prospect. 
2) At each prospect, create a second point which 
varies only slightly from the center of each 
prospect. 
J) Join the line between the point in 1) and 2). 
4) Apply the best algorithm developed for the 
single-ship through single-prospect problem to 
obtain a best sequence of N prospects. 
Step 2: If all N prospects have been routed, stop, Otherwise, 
determine the starting point and the ending point for 
th 
the i prospect in the sequence to be routed by 
1) If i =: 1, the starting point is equal to P 1 • 
Otherwise, the starting point is equal to the 
ending point of ( i- 1) th prospect in the 
sequence. 
2) If i = N, the ending point is equal to P2 • 
Otherwise, the ending point is equal to the center 
of the ( i + 1) th prospect in the sequence. Go to 
Step J. 
Step J: Apply the best algorithm developed for the single-
ship through single-prospect problem to obtain optimal 
solution for t~e prospect, if possible. Obtain a 
heuristic solution for the prospect if the optimal 
solution is not able to reach. Go to Step 2. 
For the type of problem in Example2 and Example J of Figure J4, 
the application of the procedure which pre-determines the sequence of 
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prospects of the problem before routing must be done very carefully. It 
is possible that the sequence which would result in a true optimal 
solution for the problem is different from the best sequence determined 
by using the center of prospects. For this reason, it is strongly sug-
gested that if there exists a solution which appears to be better 
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instinctively, this sol uti on should be routed and the result compared to 
the result obtained :from that procedure so that the most favorable 
decision can be made. 
The computer program for the above procedure, including the option 
of user specified route, is a part of the multi-purposes computer 
program which will be described in the next section of this chapter. 
Algorithm for Multi-Ships Through 
Multi-Prospects Problem 
In routing multi-ships through multi-prospects, the characteristics 
of each ship, such as tonnages, capacity, equipment, etc., might be 
different. In addition, the locations of the prospects might have some 
restrictions to certain ships due to the depth of ocean floor or the 
current of the sea at a particular time. For these reasons, it is not 
practical to seek an optimal procedure which will include the above 
described conditions for multi-ships through multi-prospects problem. 
In this dissertation, a more flexible procedure which enables a user to 
select certain prospects to be routed by a certain ship is developed. 
The algorithm developed for solving the M ships through N prospects 
problem can be described as follows: 
1) A user will assign a selection of the N prospects to 
be routed by a particular ship. 
2) The algorithm developed for solving the single-ship 
through multi-prospects problem is used to route each 
assignment for all ships. 
J) If the result obtained is unsatisfactory, or if more data 
are needed for comparison purposes, a user can revise the 
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assignments and implement the process again. 
The computer program for the above procedure is also a part of the 
multi-purposes computer progr.am which wilE be described· in the following 
section. 
The Development of a Multi-Purposes 
Computer Program 
A well documented multi-purposes computer program which includ1 the 
extension of the algorithm of Chapter VI and the procedures discussed in 
the previous two sections of this chapter is given in this disserta-
tion. This program provides the following options for a user: 
1) To route the single-ship through single-prospect problem 
a) either by distance 
b) or by time 
2) To route the single-ship through multi-prospects problem 
a) either by distance 
b) or by time 
J) To route the multi-ships through multi-prospects problem 
a) either by distance 
b) or by time 
4:) The program has a built-in capability for routing ships 
through any user assigned path. The purpose of this 
capability is to provide a user a way of comparing the 
result obtained from his assigned route and the result 
obtained from the algorithm. 
5) ~he program h~s a built-in capability for overriding 
any entries in the distance matrix. 
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The computer program with the above options was coded into the 
FORTRAN IV language. The program takes approximately 98 K bytes of 
computer memory storage and is very fast in computation time. The pro-
gram can solve the following sizes of problems: 
1) , It can route an unlimited number of ships. 
2) For each ship, it can solve five maximum prospects with 
each prospect having up to 14 lines. 
The capability of solving a larger size of problem can be achieved 
very easily by increasing the dimensions in the computer program. A 
logic flow chart of this multi-purposes computer program is shown in 
Figure 35. A list of the source program with necessary documentation is 
included in the Appendix. 
A representative example of a seismic configuration with three 
prospects is shown in Figure 36. The above described multi-purposes 
computer program is used to route this example by both distance and 
time. In the case of routing the ship by distance, only the identifica-
tion of the route and the total distance of this route is printed. The 
output indicates the solution type; i.e., optimal solution, near-optimal 
solution, or solution of user assigned route. In addition, the identifi-
cation of the starting point and the ending point of each prospect 
routing is indicated in the path information. 
In the case of routing the ship by time, the output also includes 
the position of the cable durin,g: e?-ch line change that minimiz.es the 
line change time. Mileages and times are printed for both the individual 
path segment and for the total prospect. The total times and distances 
are divided into productive and non-productive portions. Productive 
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while non-productive time is the elapsed time going both to and from 
prospects and changing lines within prospects. Although the identifi-
cation of the route is the information that is of primary importance, 
the additional information will aid management in effectively utilizing 
the ship. The output of this example, routing by time, is shown in 
Figure 37 through Figure 40. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter includes a summary of how the research objectives set 
forth in Chapter I were accomplished, a summary of the results, and 
suggestions for future research. 
~-------~~ 
Conclusions 
The literature which relates to this research was surveyed exten-
sively and described in Chapter II of this dissertation. The research 
work of this dissertation was done in two phases. Phase I research work 
concentrated on the development of algorithms, to select the minimum 
cost route for the single-ship through single-prospect problem that 
improve a previous algorithm developed by Willard (66) upon execution 
times and/or memory storage requirements. Phase II research work con-
centrated on the extension of the results in Phase I to the development 
of an algorithm for large· scale seismic mapping operations which includes 
the single-ship through multi-prospects problem and the multi-ships 
through multi-prospects problem. 
The research work of Phase I consisted of three sub-objectives. 
The first sub-objective of the Phase I research work was to study the 
applicability of the dynamic prog_ramming approach and develop 
an improved algorithm for solving the single-ship throu,gh single-prospect 
problem. Chapter III of this dissertation described the development of 
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a new algorithm using a recursive search dynamic programming method. 
This method starts with an initial feasible solution. At each stage, a 
state variable one at a time is generated when it is needed. The 
resulting solution is used to improve the initial solution until the 
optimum solution is reached. This procedure is different from the con-
ventional dynamic programming method which is required to determine the 
optimal value of each decision variable for each feasible input state. 
The comparison of this new algorithm with the Willard's algorithm [66] 
shows that the computer memory storage requirement can be reduced with 
a trade off of increasing computation time at about the same rate. 
The second sub-objective of the Phase l research was to study the 
applicability of the branch and bound approach, and to develop an 
algorithm for solving the single-ship through single-prospect problem. 
Two methods, Little's sequential tour-building method and Eastman's 
subtour elimination method, were studied. The development of two new 
algorithms based upon modifications of the above two methods are 
described in Chapter IV of this dissertation. The algorithm using the 
modification of Eastman's subtour elimination was shown to be ineffective 
when applied to this particular problem. However, the algorithm using 
the modification of Little's sequential tour-building method was shown 
to be very effective in computation time and required only a small 
amount of computer memory storage. 
The third sub-objective of: the Phase I research was to study the 
applicability of the graph theoretic approach and to develop an 
algorithm for solving the single-ship through single-prospect problem. 
Chapter V of this dissertation described the development of a new 
algorithm based upon a modification of the shortest Hamiltonian chain 
method. Although the algorithm developed is ineffective when compared 
to the other algorithms, it does have other important applications such 
as the machine sequence scheduling problem with unknown starting and 
ending entries. 
The comparison of execution time and storage requirement for all 
algorithms developed in the Phase I research work is described in 
Chapter VI of this dissertation. Some modifications of the optimizing 
algorithm to include heuristic solution features and other extensions to 
include operational aspects of seismic recording ships are also 
described. 
The objective of the Phase II research was to extend the results 
of Phase I to develop a new algorithm for solving the single-ship 
through multi-prospects problem and the multi-ships through multi-
prospects problem. Chapter VII of this dissertation describes the 
development of a new algorithm for this type of problem, and described 
the development of a multi-purposes con:tpliter program. An example and 
the outputs of the multi-purposes computer program were also included. 
The research results in this dissertation can be summarized as 
follows: 
1) Five algorithms were developed in the Phase I research 
work. Seven separate computer programs were coded and tested. 
The best algorithm developed to solve the single-ship 
through single-prospect problem is the algorithm based 
upon the modification of Little's sequential tour-
building method. The computer program for this algo-
rithm takes only 60 K bytes to solve a 14-line configura-
tion problem while the Willard .algorithm takes 250 K 
bytes to solve a 10-line configuration problem. The 
computation time for this algorithm is only slightly 
higher than Willard's. 
2) An algorithm for solving the shortest Hamiltonian chain 
problem was developed in this dissertation, and proved 
to be better than an existing algorithm in the current 
literature. The algorithm developed can be applied to a 
general machine sequence scheduling. problem with unknown 
starting and ending entries. 
J) An algorithm was developed in the Phase II research work 
to solve both the single-ship through multi-prospects 
problem and the multi-ships through multi-prospects 
problem. A multi-purposes computer program was also. 




There are three major areas for future research in the area of large 
scale marine seismic mapping operations. 
The multi-purposes computer program developed in this dissertation 
was coded in the FORTRAN IV language. Various amounts of computer 
memory are required to use this computer program. Since many seismic 
ships are equipped with small memory digital computers, it is highly 
recommended that the computer program is re-coded into the Conversation 
Program System (CPS) language. The CPS language could be PL/1 language 
oriented, BASIC language oriented, or FORTRAN language oriented. The 
CPS language will enable a user to transmit, possibly through a remote 
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communication facility, the input data from the terminal on the ship to 
a large memory computer on the mainland where the best route of a ship 
is determined. Then the result can be dispatched back to the ship. 
Another reason for re-coding the computer program into the CPS language 
i$ that the decision of routing a large scale marine seismic mapping 
operation might require the communication between the party manager 
aboard ship and the office executive manager. The CPS language can 
service this purpose. 
The second area of research should be the modification of the pro-
.. ~· mte¥ :l.tr- "Q , ol:ltrt'n: ·-··~~.~--
cedure of calculating penalty matrix which is based upon the X andY 
coordinates of each line to calculation based upon the longitude and the 
latitude of each line. Since the longitude and latitude are used for 
navigational purposes, it is suggested that a subroute which can convert 
the input data of longitude and latitude directly into penalty matrix 
shall be developed and included in the multi-purposes computer program 
in the future. 
algorithm that yields the optimal routing of the large scale ship mapping 
problem. As mentioned in Chapter VII, a heuristic algorithm has been 
develope·d in this dissertation for this problem. Since the sequence of 
prospect is predetermined before the routing process for each prospect 
begins, the algorithm may not reach an optimal solution. If all the 
prospects are apart from each other, an optimal solution is likely. 
However, if all tne prospects are close to each other, a non-optimal 
(but near-optimal) solution is quite possible. 
Although the primary result of this dissertation will be the 
reduction of the managerial decision making difficulties involved in 
scheduling geophysical ships, the result can also be extended to the 
solution of constrained traveling salesman problem and the machine 
sequence scheduling problem. 
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APPENDIX 
SOURCE LISTING OF MULTI-PURPOSES COMPUTER 




C MULTI-PURPOSE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SHIP ROUTING PROBLEM 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER CA-V,ZI 





COMMON /Rl/WXCS,15r21,WYI5,15r21/R2/WXPI21 eWYP(21/R3/XC(.5,21r 
1 YC ( 5, 21/ R4/ XX P 15, 2 I, YY P ( 5, 21/ R 5/N,.U 51, PATH( 5 I 
COMMON /R6/MAP,CAALE,SPIN,SPGUT,CABOUT,CABIN,SCALEriP~lS, IPP 





300 FORMATI2Il0) . 








00 320 1=·1, IP· 
K=l 
NLIII:l 
315 READ(5 r3251WXI IrK.ll tWYll ,K,lJ; WX( I ,K; 21 tWYli ,K,2J tKBTA 
325 FOR~ATI4Fl0.3,110) 
IFIKBTA.EQ.~9JGO TO 321 
NLI I J = 1\L I I I+ 1 
K=K+1 
GO ro· 315 
321 J=1 
4 6 READ I 5 ,40 I J BT A, 0 Ll ( I , J I , 0 Ell I, J I ,Ol2 I I , J I, 0 EZ I I, J lr X 0 IS.T( I, J I 
40 FO~MATI5110,Fl0e3t 
IFCJ.BTA.EQ.99JGO TO 45 
J;:J+l 
GO TO 46 
45 JOVERC II==J-1 
320 CONTINUE 
CALL OTPUTlC IGJ 
IF COPT .EQ.Z t GO T 0 3000 
XXPilrlJ==WXPilt 
YYP 11,11 "='WYP ( 1) ' 
lFliP.EQ.l)GO TO 550 
CALL SPATH 
DO 500 KA=l,IP 
KAA=PATHlKAJ 
IF(KA.EQ.IPJGO TO 544 
LJNEl==l\iLIKAA)t-1 
KAl =KA+l 
KG=PATHI KA U 
XXP (KAtZ J=XC(KG, 1 J 
YYPCKA,2J=YCCKG,1J 




545 CALL MATRIXIKAA,KA) 
CALL ROUTEIKAAol) 
CALL OTPUTZIKAA,KAtll 
IFIKA.EO.IPIGO TO 500 




GO TO 1000 
550 XXPC1,2I=WXPI21 
YV P ( 1 , Z) =WV PI 2 I 
CALL MATRI Xll tll 
CALL ROUTECl,ll 
CALL OTPUT2Cltltll 
GO TO 1000 
3000 READI5,35ClJIPATHIK),K=ltiPI 
3501 FORMATI101101 
DO 2000 I-=1,1P 
R EAO( 5, 2001) XX PI I, 11 t YVP I I , 11 , XXP I I , 21, YYP I I t21 
2001 FORPATI4Fl0.3) 
KAA-=PA TH II) 
L INES=NL IKAAJ+l 
DO 2500 J:1,LINES 
READ IS ,z OC21 I IKE VI J) ,JJKEY I Jl ,KKKEY ( Jl, LLKEY (J I 











IMPLICIT INTEGER IA-V,ZJ 
REAL SCRT,CABLE,SPIN,SPOUT,C~BOUT,CABIN,SCALE 
OI..,ENSION Zll201 
CO~MON I Rl/WX 15,15, 2 I, WY I 5, 15, 2 1/R 2/WXP I 21 , WYP I 21/R .3/XC ( 5, 2 I , 
l YC(5,21/R4/XXPC5,2J,YYPI5,21/R5/NLCSJ,PATHI51 
COMMON /R6/MAP,CABLE,SPIN,SPOUT,CABOUT,CABIN,SCALE,IP,IS,IPP 
OAT A Zl/11-A, l HB, UiC, lH C, 11-E, lHF, lHG, lHH, lH I, l"'J, lt-1K, 111l , lHM, lHN, 
1 lHOtlHP,lHQ,LHR,lHS,LHT/ 
c ****************************************************************•~··· 
C PRINT ROUTINE COORDINATES AND PARAMETERS 
c **~***************>~<***********>~<**************************"'*********** 
c 
~RITE I 6, 99 I 
99 FO~MATILHL,////1 
wRITE(6,1001 
100 FORMATilH tl4Xo48H************************************************ 
11 
WRITE I 6, lOll 
~IRITEI c, lOll 
101 FUR..,ATI1H ol4XolH*,46X,1H*I 
W~ITEI6,l021IS,IPP 
102 FORMATI1H ol4XolH*,[3,14H-SH!PS THROUGH,I2,26H-PROSPECTS ROUTING P 
lRCBLEMo2H. *I 
wR I TEl 6,1011 
WRITEI6tl0ll 
hRI TE(6,100) 
WR I TE ( 6, JQj) KG 
303 FORMATilH ,////,34X,8H'SHIP NQ:,I3//IJ 




361 FORI'-IAT( 15X, lH*t46X,lH*I 
W KITE I 6',3 61 I 
WRITE 16,3621 
362 FORMATI15X 1 lH*tl6X,l5HSHIP PARA~ETERSrlSXrlH*I 
WRITE 16,361 I 
Wid TE ·u, ,3611 
KCABLE = CABLE 
WRITE 16,3631 KCABLE 
363 FORMATU5X, lH*, llX, 14HCABLE LENGTH= , 15, 5H FEET, llX, lH*I 
WRITE (6,3641 SCALE 
364 FDRMATU5X, lH*i llX, 8HSOLE = , F5.2, llH UNITS/MILE, llX, lH*I 
WR I TE ( 6 , 36 1 I 
WRITE (6,3651 SPOUT 
365 FORMATU5Xo lH*o 6X, 25HSH1P SPEED (CABLE OUTI , F5.2, 4H MPH, 
l 6X, 1H.*I 
WRITE 16,3661 SPIN 
366 FORMATI15Xr lH*• 6X, 25HSHIP SPEED CC.&.6LE IN) = F5.2, 4H MPH, 




WRITE {6,3671 CABOUT 
367 FORMATU5X, lH*r 2X, 32HCAeLE HANDLING TIME fLAY OUT)=, F4.2, 
1 9H HOURS *I 
WRITE {6,368) CABIN 
368 FOR~ATilSX, lH*r 2X, 32HCABLE HANDLING TIME IPULL INI = , f4e2 1 
1 9H HOURS *I 
WRITE (6 1 361) 
WRITE 16,361) 




750 FORMATI15X,lH*t15X,l7HPORT CO-OROINATES,l4X,1H*) 
WRITE( 6,361) 
WRITE! 6,361 J 
WRITE 16,755) 
755 FORMATI15X, lH*t l6X, 2HX1, 4X, 2HY1, 8Xt 2HX2, 4X, 2HY2, 6X, 1H*I 
WRITE {6,7601 
760 FORMAT ClH+, JOX, lOH ___ ---' 6X, lOH _____ I 
WRITE(6,36U 
WRITE ( 6, 7 6 7 JWXP ( 1 J, WYP Ill , WXP t 2 hWYP I 2 I 
767 FORMATU5X, lH>~<, 5X, lHP, 9X, F4.0, 2Xt F4.0, 6X, F4.0, 2X 1 F4e01 
1 5X, lH*I 
WR I TE I 6 , 3 6 U 
WR ITEI 6,3611 
l~RITEI6,3601 




299 FORMATI15X,lH*,l6X,l2HPROSPECT NQ:,l3,15X,lH*J 
WRITE(6;361) 




LINEl=.I\L I I I 
DO 51 l<=l,UNEl 
\~RITE I 6,7651ll(KJ,WXtl ,K,ll,WY( I,K,lJ,WX(l ,K,2J,WY(l ,K,2J 
765 FORMATI15XolH*r5X,Al,9X,F~.0,2X,F4.0,6X,F4.0,2X,F4~0,5XtlH*l 
51 CONTINLE 
WRITE I 6,3611 
WR!TEI6,361) 
'liR I TEl 6,3601 
50 CiJNTINUE 
C SCALE THE CO-ORDINATES 
c 
55 DO 60 J=lr2 
WXP ( Jl .=WXPI J I I SC.ALE 
WYPIJI=WYPIJI/SCALE 
60 CONTINUE 
DO 7C l=l,IP 
L INE2=Nl I I) 
DO 70 J=l ,LINE2 
DO 70 K=l ,2 
W X I I , J , K I= !~X I I , J, K 1/ SCALE 






IMPLICIT INTEGER IA-V,Zl 








DC lC I=1.IP 
XT=O.O 
YT=O.O 
ll NE l=Nll I I 
OD 15 J=l,LINEl 
X T =X T +\.X I I , J , 1 I +W X I I , J , 2 l 





YCI I ,1 J= IYT/ZNU 
Y C I I , 2 I = YC I I , 11 + 1. 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 51 K=l,IP 
51 WRITE(6,1001XC(K,ll,YCIK,11 
100 FORM.TI1H0r'XC-YC't2Fl0.3). 
B I 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 t1 I =M 
B I l, 1, 2, 1, 2 I=M 
Bllr1,1r1t2l=SQRTIIWXPI11-WXPI2ll**2+1WYPI11-WYPI211**2l+0.5 
FH 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 11 =B I 1 , 1 tl tl , 2 I 
DO 20 I= 1, I P . 
Il=I+l 
00 20 J= 1. 2 
00-20 K-=1.IP 
K1=K+l 
DO 20 L= 1, 2 
If((I.EQ.KJ.AND.IJ.EQ.Lll GO TO 25 
B I 1 , I 1· ,.J, Kl , ll = S CR Tl ((XC I I , J I-XC( K, ll l **2 J +I (YC I I, J I -Y C IK, l J I** 2 lJ 
1+0. 5 
GO TO 20 
2 5 B (1 ,I 1 , J, K1 , U -=M 
20 CONTINUE 
00 35 1=1, IP 
DO 35 J=1 ,2 
I 1= I+ 1 
B I 1 , 1 , 1, 11, J I= SQ RT I I I W XP I 1 1- XC I I, J I I ** 21 + ( I W YP I 11 -YC 1·1, J l I** 2 I ) 
1+0. 5 
112 
Bll til ,J,ltlJ=BCltltlr ll,JJ 




DO 300 1=1, IPl 
DO 300 J=l ,2 
300 WRITE(6,4001ClBll,I,J,K,U,L=lt2J ,K=l,IPU 
400 FORMATllH ,2016t 
CALL ROUTEIIPl~J 
DO 50 I= l.IP 
PATH(li=KKKEYll,-1 
WR 1 TE ( 6, 200 I I , PATH Ill 








IMPLICIT INTEGER IA-V,ZJ 
REAL SORT,CHTIME,BEOIST,SIDEltSIDE2tTAIII,CTN,OLINEtTIME, 
1 CABLE, SPIN, SPOUT t CABOUT, CA e IN, SCALE 
DIMENSION Kll 151 
COMMON /~1/81 3, 15, 2, 15,21 /M2/l I NFI 20001 tiPR0812000J 
C OMMCN I 51/ M, MM, N, RtS; eou 11\C/S 21 MAX, I COST ,KCOST, LK, TB, GCOS T, BCOST 
COMMON /Rl/WX(5,15,ZJ,WY(5,15,21/R2/WXP(~),WYPIZI/R3/XCI5tZit 
1 YC(5,21/R4/XXP(S,ZioYYPC5,2J/R5/NllSJ,PATH(5J 
COMfoi,ON /R6/MAP,CA!\LE,SPIN ,SPOUT ,CABOUT oCABIN,S.CALEt IP, IS, IPP 






C CALCULATICN OF NEW CO-ORCINATES 
c ********************************************************************* 
L I NES=I'\Ll KAA I 
L1 NEl=ll 1'\ES+l 
00 21 1=1,LINES 
00 21 J=1,2 







CHTIME = CABOUT + CABIN 
BEOIST = CHTIME/l{l./SPOUTI-l1e/SPINIJ 
CABLE = ICABLE/5280.)*2• 
lFtMAP.EQ.ll GO TO 6.6 
D0"60 K=l,LINES 
IFlXCK,2IeEO.X(Ktlll GO TO 61 
IF(Y(K,2J.EQ.Y(K,l)J GO TO 62 
TAN.(K) = IYIK,ZI-Y{K,lii/IXCK·,z)-X(K,ln 
SIDEl = SQRTICCABLE**2.1/ll.+ITANIKI*~2 Ill 
XXlK,11 = XIK,lJ t SIOEl 
XXCK,21 = X(K,ZI - SIDEl 
IFIX(K.l).GT.XCK,211 GO TO 60 
XX(K,l) =X(K,li-SIDEl 
XXIK,ll: XIKo21 + SIDE1 
GO TO 60 
61 XXCK,l) = Xlt<,l) 
XXIKo21 = XlKo21 
YV(K,ll = Y(K,11 - CABLE 
YY(K,21 = Y(K,21 +CABLE 
IFIYlK~ZI.GT.YCK,lJ) GO TO 60 
YY(K,ll = Y(K,ll + CA3LE 
YY(K,21 = Y!Kt21 -CABLE 
GO TO 60 





YYIKt21 = Y(K,ZI 
XXIKo.ll = XIKoll -CABLE 
XXIK,21 = XIKo21 +CABLE 
IFIXIK,ZI.GT.XIKolll GO TO 60 
XXIK.ll = XIKoll +CABLE 
XX(K,21 = XIKo21 -CABLE 
GO TO 60 
60 CONTINUE I 
00 65 K=l oLINE'S 
IFIXIKo21.EQ.XIK,lll GO TO 65 
IFIYIK,ZI.EO.YIK.lll GO TO 65 
CTNIKJ = 1./TANIKI 
SIDE2 = SQRTIICABLE**2.1/Ilo+ICTNIKI**2 Ill 
YYIKolJ = YIKoll + SIOE2 
YY I K ,2 I = Y l 1<, 2 I - 5 I C E2 
IFIYIKolloGT.YCK,2JJ GO TO 65 
YYIKoll = YIKoll- SIDE2 
YYIK,21 = YIKt21 + SIOE2 
65 CONTINUE 
C *""*'I***************"'********************************************""**** 
C CALCULATI£N OF PENALTY MATRIX 
c •******************************************************************** 
66 R(1,lolo1o11=M . 
1Hlolo2olo21=1-1 
I:H 1, 1, 2, 1, 11 = SOR TIC XP 1-XP 21 ** 2+ I YP l-YP2) **2 I +0.5 
811,1, lo 1, 21=8 (1, 1,2 ,1, 1 I 
IFI,AP.EQ~OIGO TO 70 
DO 42 I= loliNES 
Il= !+1 
DO 42 J-=1,2 
00 42 K= 1, LINES 
K1=K+l 
Dl} 42 l=l ,2 
IF I I I o. EQ • K I • AND. I J • E Q ol I I GO TO 41 
B 11 , Il , J, Kl, ll =-S QR T I I I X I I ~ J 1-X I K, L 11**21 +I ( Y CI , J I- VI K ol I 1..,.*21 I+ 0 o 5 
GO. TO 42 
41 Bl l.Il,J,Kl,LI=M 
. 42 CQNT I NUE 
DO 4 5 I= 1 , LI NE S 
DO 45 J= 1, 2 
11 =1+1' 
B I 1 , 1, 1, 11, J I= SQR Tl I I X P 1- X I I , J I I **2 I +II YP 1-Y I I , J I I** 21 ) +0 • 5 
B I 1 , 11 , J, l, 1 l= B I lr 1, 1, I 1, J ) 
8 I 1 , 1, 2, ll, J I= S QRTI I IXP2 -X I I, J I ) **2 I +I I Y P2-Y I I, J I l ** 2) I +0. 5 
B I lo ! 1, J, 1, 2 I= B I l, L, 2, I 1, J I 
45 CONTINUE 
.GO TO 90 
70 DO 52 l=l,LINES 
11 = 1+1 
DO 52 J=lo2 
DO 52 K= lollNE'S 
K1=K+l 
DO 52 L-=1r2 
IFIII.EOoKI.AND.IJ.EQ.LJIGO TO 51 






IFI l.NE.KIGO TO 52 
DLINEllt:SORTIIIX(I,11-XII,211**21+CCVII,li-YCie21t**ZIJ 
T Ir~EI I I=DLINEC I 1/SPOUT 
GO TO 52 
51 611,11eJeKl,LJ=H 
52 CONTINUE 
DO 55 I.: 1 , Ll NE S 
DO 55 J=l, 2 
11 =I +1 
81 1 , l, 1, ll, J I =SQRTI I I XPl-XX I I , J I I **2 I t-1 (YPl-YY C I, J I I **2 I I +0 ,5 
Bl lo 11 ,J, 1,1 I=Bl 1,1,1, 11, J I 
B I 1 , 1 , 2, 11 , J I =S Q i<T I I I X P2 -X I I, J I J **2 J+C C YP 2-Y C I, J J I** 2 I J +0. 5 
Bl 1,1 l,J,1,2J=Bilt1t2tll,JJ 
55 CONTINUE ' 
90 IFIJOVERIKAAI.EQ.OJGO TO 33 
IN=JOVERI KAA I 





Bl l,KL loKE1oKL2,KE21=XOI ST(KAA, INJ/SCALE 
67 CONTINUE 
33 IFIMAP.EOoliGO TO 32 
DO 85 1=1,LJNE1 
DO 85 J=l,2 
WB = fH 1 , 1 , 1 , I , J I 
Bl3,l,l,I,JI=WB+CABLE 
B I 3 , l , J , 1 , 1 I =B I 3 , 1 , 1 , I , J I 
IH 3, 1, 2, It J t =B I 1, 1, 2, I , J I 
BI3,I,J,l,21=BI3,1,2,J,J) 
WB=Bil,l,l,I,JJ ' 
Bl 1,1, 1, I,JJ.,WB/SPIN+CABOUT 
Bll,I,J,l.l I"'Bil,l,L.I,JJ 
ws·=Bil ,1.2 ,I ,JJ 
Bll tl ,z, I ,J I =WB/SPIN+CABI N 
B I 1 , I , J, 1 ,z I = B 11 , 1, 2, I, J I 
85 CONTINLE 
00 86. 1=2,LINE1 
DO 86 J.,l ,z 
DO 86 K=2,LINEl 
00 86 ·L=l,Z 
WB., A.( 1 , I , J, I< ,l) 
B(J,J,J,K,LJ=WB+CABLE 
IFU.ECoKIGO TO 88 
IFI kB.LE.BEOISTI GO TO 67 
IH l.t ,J,K,LJ==WB/SPIN+CHTIME 
GO TO 86 
87 Bll.I ,J,K,U=CWB+CABLEI/SPOUT 
GO TO 86 
88 IFIJ.EC.LJGO TO 6b 
Oll,I,J,K,LJ•WB/SPOUT 
86 CONTINUE 
c . **********************************************~********************** 
116 
C PRINT ROUTINE PENALTY MATRIX 
c ********************************************************************* 





GO T 0 I 3 , 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 I , Ll NE 2 
3 WRITE (6,721 
72 FGRMATC1Hl,1X,////I 
kRITE (6,33311 KAA 
3331 FORMAT I 18X, 32~1 PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO: tl2///l 
WRITE (6,33321 
3332 FORMAT U3X, .47H P2 Al A2 Bl 82 C1 C2 
i~fliTE (6,33331 
3333 FORMAT I10X, l09H ******************************************* 
1* I 
GO TO 8000 
4 1-4RITE (6,721 
WRITE I 6,33411 KAA 
3341 FORMAT 124X, 32H PENALTY MATRIX fOR PROSPECT NC:,IZ///) 
'<IRI TE (6,33421 
3342 FQRMAT I 13X, 59H P2 A1 A2 ·81. 62 Cl C2 0 
11 02 I 
WRITE I 6 ,3343) 
3343 FORMAT .I lOX, 109H ******************************************* 
1"'********>1<*** , 
GO TO 8000 
5 >~RITE (6,72) 
WRITE (6,33511 KAA 
3351 FORMAT I30X, 32H PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO:,I2///) 
WR! TE 16 ,33521 
335i FORMAT 113X, 71H P2 A1 A2 01 82 Cl C2 0 
11 02 E1 E2 ) 
wRITE (6,3353) 
~353 FORMAT I lOX, 109H ******************************************* 
1•~~······~··············· ) GO T0.8000 
o W;{ITE (6,72) 
WP.ITE (6,33611 KAA 
3361 FORHAT 136X, 32H PENALTY ~ATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO: ,12///1 
WRITE (6,3362) 
3362 FuRIAAT ll3X, 83H P2 A1 A2 81 82 Cl C2 0 
11 0 2 E 1 E 2 F l F2 ) 
WRITE (6,33631 
3363 FORMAT (lOX, 109H **************~*********************.****** 
1************************************* , 
GO TC 8000 
7 \~R I TE I 6 , 12) 
W~ITE (6,3371) KAA 
3371 FORMAT 139Xr 32H PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO:,I2///) 
WRITE 16 ,3372) 
3372 FORMAT 113X~ 95H P2 Al A2 81 B2 Cl C2 0 
11 02 E1 E2 Fl. F2 Gl G2 I 
WRITE ( 6, 3373) 






GO TO 8000 
8 WRITE 16,72) 
WRITE 16,3381) KAA 
3381 FORMAT 145Xr 32H PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO:,I2///) 
WRlTE 16,3382) 
3382 FORMAT 113X, 107H P2 .Ill AZ 81 62 Cl C2 0 
11 0 2 E 1 E 2 F 1 F 2 G 1 G 2 H 1 HZ ) 
WRITE 16,3383) 
3383 FORMAT 110X 1 111H *******~*********************************** 
!*************************************************~*********** 
GO TO 8000 
9 WRtTE(6,721 
WRITEI6o3391) KAA 
3391 FORr.<ATI23Xo32H PF.NALTY MATRIX FCR PROSPECT NQ:,[2/// I 
WRITEC6,33921 
3392 FORMAT 13X, 83H P2 A 1 A2 Bl BZ C 1 CZ 01 02 E 1 E2 F1 
1 F2 G1 G2 Hl H2 11 IZ I 
WR ITEI6, 3393) 
3393 FORMAT ClH , 86H ******************************************* 
1**************************#**********1 
GO TO 8000 
1 0 WR I T E ( 6" .7 2) 
WRITEito3401) KAA 
3401 FORMATC27Xo32H PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO:,I2///) 
WRI TEl 6,34021 
3402 FORMATI3X, 91H P2 Al A2 61 .62 C1 C2 01 02 El EZ Fl 
1 F 2 Gl GZ Hl H2 Il IZ J 1 J2 I 
WRITE1l:r34031 
3403 FORMAT llH , 94H ******************************************* 
1*********************************************) 






3411 FORMAT131X,32H PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO:,IZ///1 
WRI TEl 6o3412) 
3412 FORMATI3X, 99H P2 Al A"Z 61 B2 Cl C2 01. 02 El E2 F1 
1 F 2 . G1 GZ H1 HZ I 1 12 J 1 J 2 K 1 K 2 l 
;.jRJTEil:o3413) 
3413 FORMAT 11H , lOZH *****-**********"'**********<~<**************** 
!~********************************************~*******) 
GO TO 8000 
12 WRITE l6o 721 
WRITEI6o34211 KAA 
3421 FUR~ATI35Xo32H PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO:,I2///) 
WRITE(6,3422) 
3422 FORMATI3Xol07H P2 Al A2 ·51 82 C1 CZ 01 02 El EZ fl 
1 F2 Gl G2 Hl HZ 11 12 Jl JZ Kl K2 Ll L2 I 
WRl TEl 6,3423) 
3423 FORMAT llH , llOH ******************************************* 
!*************************************************************! 





3431 FORMATl39Xr32H PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO:,IZ///1 
WRITE! 6r 3432) 
3432 FURMAT!3X,ll5H P2 Al A2 Ill 82 Cl C2 Dl 02 El E2 Fl 
1 F2 Gl G2 Hl HZ 11 12 Jl Jl Kl K2 Ll L2 Ml M2 ) 
WRITEI6r34331 
3433 FORMAT llH r 118H ******************************************* 
!****************************************************************** 
2***) 
GO TO 8000 
14 WRITEl6o72) 
WR!TE(6,344l) KAA 
3441 FORHATl43X,32H PENALTY MATRIX FCR PROSPECT NO:,I2///J 
~IR IT El 6, 3442 J 
3442 FORMATI3X,l23H P2 Al A2 et 82 Cl C2 01 D2 El E2 Fl 
1 f2 G1 G2 Hl H2 Il 12 Jl J2 Kl K2 ll L2 Ml ,'Az Nl 
2N2 ) 
WRITE(6,3443) 
3443 FORMAT ( lH , 126H ******************************************* 
1 *** ** * ******** ****** **** ** ** *************·****"'** **** "'** ***"~~** ** * ** 
2***********1 
8000 DO 47 1=1oLINEl 
DO 47 J.=1 ,2 
lFl!I.EO.li.AND. !J.EQ.2)1GG TO 47 
IFILINES.GE.9lGO TO 77 




WR I T E I 6 , 4 6 l ( l B I 1 , I r J , K r l ) r L = 1 , 2 l , l<. = 2 , LI N El ) 
46" FORMAT(lH+,Z2Xr20!14,2Xll 
GO TO '•7 
77 WRITEI6o791Kl([I,J 
79 FORMATUHOr 2X,Al.Il.1Xr1H*I 
'tiRI TE I 6, 71 I 6 (1, I , J ol ,z) 
71 FORM.ATC lH+, 6X, !3, lXI 
W R 1 T E {6, 7 8 I ( ( B U r I , J, K, l l r t.-= 1 r 2 ), K= 2, lINE 11 
78 FORMAT!lH+,10Xr20113r1Xll 
4 7 COtiT INUE 
IF! IP.EQ.1)RETURN 
IF(KA.EQ.liGO TO 148 
IFIKA.EQ.IPIGO TO 149 
lo!RlTEl~tl801 
180 FORMATI1H r////rl3Xr'NCTE: P1 IS AN ARTIFICAL STARTING PORT AND P2 
1 IS AN ARTIFICAL ENDING PORT.') 
;{ETURN 
1413 ARI TE( 6,1601 
160 FORMATUH ol///,l3X, •NOTE: P2 IS AN ARTIFICAL ENDING PORT.'! 
RETURN 
149 WRI1E(6,1701 












COMi~ON /Vl/I IKEYI 15) ,JJKEYI 151,KKKcYC 151 rlLKEYil51 
COI-l~10N I Sl/ M, M~, N, Rr S, 8CUNC/ 52/ MAX, I COST, KCOST, LK, n3, GCCST, BCOST 
COM I~ ON /Rl/W X( 5 , 15,21 , lo.Y ( 5 ,15 ,z I/R2/W X PI 2 I , I~Y P ( 2 I/ R 3/XC ( 5, 21, 
1 YC(5,21/R4/XXP15,2l rYYP( 5o21/R5/NLI 5I,PATH(51 
COi>IMON /R6/MAPrCA8LErSPIN,SPOUT,CABOUToCABW,SCALEo IPriS, IPP 
COMMON /R7/XIl5,.21,Yil5,2),XXI15r21 oYYC15,21/R8/TANll51 ,CTNI151; 
1 OLINEI151oTIMEI151rBEDIST 
DATA CABFCS/3HOUT,3H IN/ 
DATA KL/lHP, 1HA, lHB, lHC, lHO,lHE, lHF rlHGr lHH, 1HI olHJ, lHK rlHLr lHM, 
1 1HN/ 
DATA NB/2H~1r2H"2r2H#3r2H#4,2H#5/ 
c ********************************************************************* C PRINT ROUTINE .OPTIMUM PATH 
c *'"***~'*** ** ******** **** **** * *. **** ***************** ******* *********** ll NE S= ~L I KAAI 
LINE 1=L.I NESH 
6001 IFIMAP.EO.O) GO TO 555 
1-IRITE (6,721 
72 FORHAT!lH1rlXr////l 
WRITE (b,7241 KAA 
724 FORiUTI31X.12HP!l.OSPECT NO:·, 13// I) 
WRITE (6,60021 
6002 FORMAT 129X, 20H******************** 
·I'I~ITE (6,60031 
6003 FQRMAT 129Xo lh*• l8X, lH*I · 
WRITE (6,60031 
IFIOPTION.EQ.2)GO TO 1 
WRITE (6,6100) .. 
6100 FORMAT 129X, lH*• 3X, 12HCPTIMU~ PATH, 3Xr lH*I 
GO TO 3 
1 WRITE 16,21 
2 FORt~AT l29X, 1H*• 3Xr 12HCPTIGN PATH, 3Xo lH*.) 
3 WRITE ·(6, 62001 
6200 FORMAT llH•r 32Xr 12H------~----- I 
WRITE 16,60031 
6400 FOPMAT 129Xr lH*r SX, ,\1, Ilr 4H TO, Alo (1, 5X, lH*I 
XB=O. 
DO 6703 l=lrliNEl 
IFIIP.EO.liGO TO 6706 
IF I (I. EQ.ll. AND. ( K A. NE .11 I GO TO 6 704 
lFIII.EQ.LINEll.AND.CKA.Nf.IPIIGO TO 6705 
GO TO 670& 
6705 KA2=KA+l 
KR= P ,\TH I KAZI 




6402 FORMAT (29X, lH*• 5X, Al, 11, 4H TO , AZ, 5X, lH*I 
GO TO 6703 
6704 KAl=KA:..l 
KG=PATHCKALI 
WRl TEI6,64011 NBt KG I, KL (KKKEYl I II ,LLKEY C II 
6401 FORMAT l29X, lH+, 5X, A2, 4H TO , Al, ll, 5X, lH*I 
wRITEI6,60031 
XB=XB+Bilr I I KEY( I I ,JJKEYI II ,KKKEY I I I rlLKEY I I) I 
GO TO 6703 
6 706 loR I TE I 6 ,64 00 I KU 1 I KEY I I I I , JJK EY I I l, KLI KKK EY t I I I, LLK EY I I I 
WRITE I 6, 60031 
X B =X B .. B I 1 , I I KEY I I I .J J K E Y I I I , KKK EY ( I I , L L KEY C I l I 
6 703 CONTI N I.E . 
WRITE (6,66001 XB 




WR I TE I 6 , 72 I 
RETURN 
555 wRITE. (6,721 
WRITE l6r7241 KAA 
WRITE 16 ,260 I 
260 FORMATI16X, 46H**********************************************I 
WRITE 16,2611 
261 FORMATI16X, lH+, 44X, 1~*1 
'IRITE (6,2611 
lf~OPTION.EQ.ZIGO TO 11 
WR I TE I 6 , 2 62 I 
262 FOR,'~ATI16X, lH*• lOX, 24HOPTlMUM PATH INFORMATION, lOX,· lH*I 
GO TO 23 
11 WR l TEl 6rl21 
12 FORt~ATil6X, lH*• lOX, 24HOPTION PATH INFORMATION, lOX, 1H*I 
23 WfHTE 16,2611 
'I.RITE 16,2611 
WRITE (6,2631 
263 FORMAT(L6X, 12H* FROM TO, 5X, 5HCABLE, SX, 5HMILES, SX, 
1 9HHOURS *I 
WRITE 16,2641 
264 FORMAT llH .. , l9X, OH ____ ~-•5Xr 5H _____ , 5X, 5H _____ , 5X, 5H ___ _ 
Ll 
1mrre (6,2611 
265 FORMATI16X, lH*• 4X,A1,Il,3H- ,Alt 1.1• 6X, 3.H IN, 6X, F4.0, 6X, 
1 F4o0t 4X, lH~) 
266 FCI~MAT ll6X, 1H*• 'tXt Al, I1, 3H- , Alt 11, 6X, A3, 6X, F4.0, 6X. 
1, F4.0, 4X, lH*I 
267 FORMATI16X, lH*t 4X, Al, Il,3H- ,A1,llr6X, 3H IN, 6X, F4.0, 6X, 
1 F4.0, 4Xr lH*I. 
268 FIJRl4ATI16X, lH*• 4X, Al, 11, 3H- , AL, 11, 6X, 3HOUTr 6X, F4.0, 
1 6X, F4.0, 4X, 1H*I 
W B 3 = B I 3 , I I KEY I 1 l , J J K EY Ill , K K !( EY ( 1 l , lL K E Y I 1 I ) 
WH 1 ;B I lr I l KE VI 1) , J JKE Y I 11 , KKK EY Ill , L L KEY !1 II 
IFIIP.EQ.liGO TO 1500 





1265 FORMATU6X, 1H*• 4X, 1\Z,JH- oAl, 11, 6X, 3H IN, 6X, F4.0t 6X, 
1 F4.0, 4X, 1H*I 
GO TO 1501 
l 500 W~ I TE I 6, 2 651 KL I I IKE Y I l I I , JJKEY Ill , KLI KKK EYH I I, L LK EY I l), WB3, W Bl 
1501 LL=3-LLKEYill 
WRITEI6,261 I 
I 2=KKKEYI 11-1 
WRITE I 6, 26fll KL( KKK E Y ( 11 I , LLKEYI 11, Kll KKKE Y I 1) I , L l, 
lDL! NE I 12 I, Tl ME 1121 
WR I TE I 6, 2 611 
00 500 1=2,LINES 
KBETA=l 
LL=3-LLKEYI I I 
XY ZD= B I 3, I IKEY I I I, JJ KEY I II, KK'KEY I II , LLKEY ( I I I -CABLE 
IFIXYZO.GT.BEOISTIKBETA=2 
WB3=BI 3, I IKEYI I I ,JJKEYI I I ,KKKEYI II ,LLKEYC I I I 
WB1=B(1, IIKEYI IhJJKEYI I I,KKKEYI II,LLKEYIII) 
WR I TE I 6, 2 66 I KLI I IKE Y C l I l , ,J J KEY I I I , K L I KKK EY I I ).), L LK EY I I) , 
1 CABPOSIKBETAI~WB3,WB1 
WRITEI6,2611 
I l=KKKEYI 11-1 
WRITE 16, 268 I Kl I KKK EY I I I I , LLKEYI 0, Kll K KKE Y (I I I , L l, 
lOLl NE.I Ill, Tl I!E I 11 l 
\~R IT E I 6, 2611 
500 CONTINUE 
J=LI NEl 
HB3=BI J, I IKEYI Jl ,JJKEYIJI rKKKEYIJI tLLKEYI Jl)· 
W8l=Bil, I IKEY(j lrJJKEYI,J I,KI(KEYIJI ,LLKEYIJI I 
IF(IP.EQ.liGO TO 2500 
IF IKA. EQ. IP IGO TO 2500 
KA2=KA+1 
KR=PATHIKA21 
WRITE( 6, 1267)KLI IIKE·YIJl lrJJKEYIJI ,NBIKRI ,WB3,WB1 
1267 FORMATI16X, lH*, 4X, Alt Ilt3H-, A2,6X, 3H IN, 6X, F4.0,·6X, 
1 F4. C, 4X, lH*I 
GO TO 2501 
2 5 OQ WR I H 16, Z 6 7 I Kl I I I KEY I J II , JJK EY I J I, KLIKKK EY I J II, LLKEY ( J) , 
h/B3' WB 1 . . 
2501 YMILES=O. 
YHOU~S=O. 
DO 600 I=l,LINEl 
IPIIP.EQ.liGO TO 2502 
IF I II. EQ. LI NEli.AND. IK~.NE.IP II GO TO 600 
2502 YtHLES=YMILES+B(J,IlKEYII),JJKEYIII,KKKEYIII,LLKEYIIll 





HR ITE 16,261) 
WRITE (6 ,261) 
WP I TE 16 ,270 l 
270 FORNAT n6x, lH*t 24X, 5HHOUR.S, leX, 5Ht1ILES, 6X, lH'~<.J 
WRITE 16 ,271) 
271 FOP MAT ( lH+, 40X, 5H _____ , 4X, 5H _____ I 
WRITE (6,2611 




DO 876 K=loll NE S 
XHOURS = XHOURS + TIMEIKt 
XMI LES = XMI LES + DLINE(Kt 
876 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,2721 XHOURS, XHILES 
272 FORMATU6X, lH*o 6X, lOHPROCUCTIVE, 8X, FS,O, 4X, FS.O, 6X, lH*I 
WRITE (6,"2611 
WRITE (6,2731 YHOURS, YMlLES 
2"13 FORMATU6X, lH*, 6X, l4HNGt.-PRODUCTIVEo 4X, FS.O, 4X, F5.0, 6X, 
l l H*) 
WRITE 16,2741 
274 FORMAT (lH+, 40X, 5H _____ , 4X, SH _____ I 
WRITE (6.,2611 
WHOURS : XHOURS + YHOUPS 
WMlLES = XMilES + YMILES 
WRITE (6,275) WHOURS, WHILES 
275 FORMATU6X, lH*r 6X, 5HTOTAL, l3X, FS.O, 4X, FS.O, 6X, lH*l 
WR l TE I 6, 2 611 
WRITE (6,2611 








C BRANCH BGUNO-LITTLE 1.S ~ETHOCISTRATEGY 2-NEW VERSION! 
c 
c 
HIPLICIT INTEGER (A-V.ZI 
COMMON /M1/BI3,15,2,15,2l/M2/IINFI20001 1 IPR08(2JOOI 
COMI'lON /G1/ILINKI151 ,JLINKI151 ,KLINKI151 ,LUNKI151 
COMMON /Sl/M,MM,N,R,S,BOUN0/52/MAX,ICOST,KCOST,LK,TB,GCOST,BCOST 
Cmii-10N /53/TM,SR 
CmlMON /R5/NLI 51 ,PATHI51 
C INITIATE ALL DATA 
c 
c 
GO TO (61,621 1 TYPE 
61 ~J=Nll KAAI+l 














C ADD UP ThE PRODUCTIVE DISTANCE AND ASSIGN THE INFINITE 
C TO EACH PRODUCTIVE LINE 
c 
c 
oo· 9 I=hN 
IF I I • N E .1 l COST =C CST+ 8 11, I , 1, I, 2 I 
B I l , I , 1, .£ , 11 =M 
BI1.I,l,I,21=M 
Bll,I,2fl,li=M 
f~llr I ,2, I ,2l=M 
9. CONTINUE 
GCOST=COST 





C SEARCH THE BRANCH 
c 
c 
16 IFIR.GT.liGO TO 500 
S= 1 
GO TO 15 







DO 50 [:2 tR 
IG=IINFlll/1000000000 
IFIIGoEO.llGC TO 50 
BV=IPROBill/10000 
IF IT B. GT o BV I GO T 0 20 
IINFIII=IINFIIl+lOOOOOOOOO 
GO Tll 50 
20 INC=IIINFIIl-IIINFIJI/10000000001*10000000001/10000000 




C IF THERE IS NO NODE WITH BOUND THAT IS LESS THAN CURRENT OPTIMAl 
















15 CALL MSE T 
IFILK.EQ.N)GO TO 500 
REUUCE ThE COST MATRIX,· IF NEED. 
ICOSJ=O 
KCOST=O 
10 DO 11 I='loN 
CALL REOUCllll 
11 CON Tl N IJE· 
00 12 K= loN 
CALL R EDUC2 I K l 
12 CONTINUE 
F.INO THE JVAXIMUM EXCLUSIVE LINKAGE THAT WILL BE USED TO BRANCH SUB-NODE. 
IFISoGT.llGO TO 14 
BOUNO=COST+ICOST+KCOST 
14 CALL PIVOT 
CALL ELAPSEIITIMEl 
JT IME=JT IME+IT l~lE 
IFIJTIME.LT.HIIGO TO 500 
XCOST=8COST+GCOST 
XT OTAL=TOT Al 
XDIFf=lXTOTAL-XCCSTI/XCOST 
IFIXDIFP.GT.SRIGO TO 500 
WR!TE(6,2551 







C SUBROUTE MSET IS USED TO REST THE COST MATRIX FOR SOME PARTICULAR NODE TO 
C COORESPOND WITH SOME CGNSTRAINTS. 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER CA-V 1 ZI 
DIMENSION Kll151 
C 0 M M 0 N I M l I 8 13 , 15 , 2 , 15 , 2 I I M 21 II N F ( 2 0 00 l , I P R 0 B I 20 0 0 I 
COMMON /Gl/ILINKI151,JLINKt151,KLINKI151tlllNKI15l 
CO~MON /V1/IIKEY(l5l,JJKEYI15),KKKEYI15),LLKEYI15l 








DO 1 I =1, N 
DO 1 J =1, 2 
DO 1 K=1 1 N 
DO 1 V=L ,2 
Bl2, i,.,J,K,L l=Bil.I ,J;K,LI 
1 CONTINUE 
E TRACE THE INFORMATION BACK FROM CURRENT NODE UPTO All fOUR NODE. 










I I= I I G-(1 G/ 10000001 * 1000000 II 10000 
C OET ERMINE WHETHER IT IS INCLUSIVE LINKAGE OR EXCLUSIVE Ll NKAGE. 
c 





Lll NK( LK) =ll 
,JJJ=3-JJ 
LLL=3-ll 
ll I 2 .I I 11 , 1 , 1 I =}AM 
B I 2, I I , 2, 1, 2 I= MM 
BIZ ,KK,LL,l,LLJ=MM 
B(2,loJJJ 1 II,JJI=MM 
'H 2, 1, l,··KK, 2l=MM 
B I 2 , 1 , 2, KK, 11 = MM 
GO TO 20 
10 IFI Bl 2,1 I,JJ,KK,Lli.EQ.MMIGO TO 20 
BI2,II,JJ,KK,Lll=M . 










IFIIP.E0.9999IGO TO 100 
IS=IP 
GO TO 50 
127 
IF All LINKAGE FORM A CHAIN OF N LINKAKES, THEN PRINT OUT OPTIMAL ROUTE 
AND RETURN. OTHERWISE, CALL SUBROUTINE LINK TO FIND THE LINKAGE THAT WILL 














IFIIG.GT.LKIGO TO 25 
DO 22 I=l,LK 
IFIIIA.EQ.ILINKIIII.AND.IJA.EQ.JLINK!li)IGO TO Z3 
22 CONT I.NUE 
23 I I KEY! I.G I= IL INK! I I 
JJKEYI IGI=JLINKIIJ 
KKKEY I IG )=KLINK I I I 
LLKEYI IGI=LLINKI II 
IA=KLIMIII 
JA= 3-ll INK I I I 
ILl NK( I) =0 
JUNK! II =0 
KLI 1\K I I 1.=0 
Lll NK( II =0 
GO· TO 24 
C WRITE THE OPTIMAL TOU~ 
c 




7 FOR~AT!lHO,'TDTAL OISTANCE='r15r6X,'NON-PRODUCTIVE DISTAN~E=',I5t 





C SUBROUTINE REDUC11It IS USED TO FIND ROW MINIMUM IN EACH RO~ 
C AND SUBTRACT THE MINIMUM FROM THIS ROW 
c 








DO 2 J=1,2 
IFIBIZ,I,J,l,JI.EQ.r~MIGO TC 2 
00 1 K=lt N 
DO 1 L..,l ,2 
Ll=3-L 
IFIBI2.L,LL,K,LioEQ.MMlGO TO 1 
I F I B 12 , 1 , J, K , L I • LT • MIN I MIN= e I 2, I, J, K, L ) 
1 CONTINLE 
2 CONTINUE 




DO 4 J=l,2 
I F I B I 2 , I , J, l , J I • E Q. M M I GO T 0 4 
DO 3 K=l,N 
DO 3 L:l,2 
LL=3-L 
IFIBI2,l,LL,K,LI.EQ.MMIGO TO 3 
IFIBI2,~,J,K,LI.EO.MlGO TO 3 
iH2 ,r ,J,K,L) =BIZ ,I ,J,K,LI-MIN 





SUB~OUTI NE REDUC 21KJ 
c 
C SUBROUTINE REDUC2lKI IS USEC TO FIND CCLUMN HINIMUM IN EACH COLUMN 
C AND SUBTRACT THE MINIMUM FROM THIS COLUMN 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-V,zt 
COMMON /Ml/B(3, 15,2, 15o21 /M2/IINFI20001 oiPROBI20001 
COMMON I S"l/M,I~M, N, R,S, BOUND/52/MAX, I COST ,KCOST ,LK, TB ,GCOST ,BCOST 
c 




DO 2 L=l,2 
LL=3-L 
IFIBl2ololloK,U.EC.MMIGO TO 2 
DO 1 l=l,N 
DO l J=lo2 








DO 4 L=lo2 
LL= 3-L 
IFIBI2oloLLoK,Ll.EQ.MM~GO TO 4 
DO J I =1, N 
oo 3 J= 1, 2 
IFIBl2oioJoloJI.EQ.MMIGO TO 3 
IHBI2ol·oJ,K,Ll.EQ.MlGG TO 3 








C SUBROUTINE PIVOT IS USED TO FINO THE MAXIMUM EXCLUSIVE LINKAGE 
C THAT WILL BE USED TO BRANCH SUB-NODE. 
c 
c 
HIPLIClT INTEGER IA-V1ZI 
0 I r~ ENS ION. S E CROW 12 0 I 15 ECCCLI 20 I , IZ I 60 I, JZ 16 0 It KZ I 60 I , ll I 60) 
COMMON /Ml/BI3ol5o2tl5,21/~2/III\FI2000~,IPR08(20001 
COMMON /Gl/IliNKil51,JliNK(l51 1 KliNKI151,LLINKI151 
C OM:V.CN IS 1/ M, MM, N, fl 1 S, BCUNC/ 52/MAX, I COST 1 KCOS T, LK, TB, GCOS T, BCOS T 
Q=O 
C SEARCH FOR ZERO ENTRY IN EACI{ RGW AND FINO ROW MINIMUM 
c 
c 
00 3 I=l,N 
Ql=O 
SECROWI I l=M 
i)Q 3 J = 1' 2 
IFIBI2,ltJoltJ).EQ.I~MIGO TO 3 
DO 2 K=l1N 
DO 2 L=l, 2 
LL=3-L 
lFIDI2oltLL,K,Ll.EC.M~JGQ TO 2 
IFIBIZ;I,J,K,LJ.EQ.OJGO TO 1 
t F I 6 I 2 , I , J, K, L1 • lT. SEC ROW I I I IS E CROW I I I= B I 2, I, J, K, L) 







IFI 01. EQ.21SECROWI I 1=0 
2 CONT[Nt.;E 
3 CONTINUE 
C SEARCH FCR ZERO ENTRY IN EACH -CCLUMN AND.FINO COLUMN MINIMUM 
c 
c 
DO 9 K=l,N 
SECCOLIKI=M 
Ql=l 
00 8 L =1 ,2 
LL=3-L 
IFIBI2tloLL,KoLI•EQ.MMIGO TO 8 
D071=1,N 
DO 7 J=1 ,z 
tFIB(Z,IoJoloJI.EO.MMIGO TO 7 
IFIAIZ,I,J,K,ll.EC.OIGO TO 4 
IFIBI2 ,I ,J,K,LioLToSECCOUKIISECCOLIKI=BI2o I,J,K,LI 
GO TO 7 
4 GO TO 16,51 ,Ql 
5 SECCOLIK·)=O 




9 C ONT l NUE 
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30 00 10 J=1,Q 
I=IZIJJ . 
K=KZIJ l 
SAVE=SECROWI I l+S ECCOLIK l 






C BqANCH CURRENT NODE TC TWO SUB-~ODE, ONE EXCLUSIVE NOOE AND ONE INCLUSIVE 




IFtS.EQ.liGO TC 15 
IPROBIRI=IBOUND+MAXI*lOOOO+S 
GO TO 20 
15 IPROBIRI=IOOUNC+MAXI*l0000+9999 
20 R=R +1 
I I =I l I KEY J 





B I 2 , I I , 1' , 1 , 1) = MM 













DO 11 1=1, N 
CALL REDUCt (I) 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 12 K=lrN 
CALL REDuC21KI 
12 CONTINUE 
!INFIRI=·. lOOOOOO·H IZIKEV l l*lOOOO+IJZIKEYI l*lOOO+(KZI KEYll*lO ... 
lLZIKEYJ+ILK+ll*lOOOOOOO . 








C SUBROUTINE LINK IS USED TO FINC THE LINKAGE THAT WILL CAUSE CURRENT 
C SEGMENT Of CHAIN TO FORM A SUBTOUR. SET THIS LINKAGE TO INFINITY. 
c 
c 




COMMON /Sl/M,MM,N,R,S,BOUND/S2/~AX,ICOST,KCOST,LK 1 TB,GCGST,BCOST 
IFILK.EO.OIRETURN 
IFILK.GE.IN-liiRETURN 
C COPY ALL LINKAGES TO OPERATIONAL ARRAY. 
c 
c 
DO 1 I= 1, LK 
IV( I>=ILHKI II 
J VI I l=JLI f\K( tl 
KVI li=KL INKIIJ 
LVI I I=LLHK( lJ 
1 CONTINUE 
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C CHECK IS THERE ANOTHER LINKAGE NEEDED TO BE CON~ECTED. IF THERE IS NONE, 
C PETURN~ OTHERWISE SLECT FIRST LLNKAGE. 
c 
c 
50 00 2 E=l rlK 











GO TO 5 
2 Cot• Tl NlJE 
RETURN 
C CHECK IS THERE ANOTHER LINKAGE CONNECTED TO THE END OF A CHAIN. 
C IF SO, MAKE NECESSARY ChANGE FOR THE END AND CONTINUE THIS PROCESS. 
c 
c 
5 00 10 F=l,LK 
IFI I IV IF I.EO.Kl.AND.IJVIFI.EQ.LLI IGO TO 15 
l 0. CONTINUE 
GO TO 35 
15 K=KVIfl 
L=LVIFI 




LV I fl-=0 
GO TO 5 
C CHECK IS THERE ANOTHER LINKAGE CONNECTED TO THE BEGlNING OF A CHAIN. 
1JJ 
C IF SO, MAKE NECESSARY CHANGE. FOR HIE BEGINING AND CONTINUE THIS PROCESS. 
c 
c 
35 DO 20 Z= l,LK 
IFIIKVIZl.EQ.II.AND.ILV(ZI.EQ.JJIIGO TO 25 
20 CONHNUE 
C SET THE LINKAGE THAT WILL CLOSE A CHAIN TO INFINITY TO AVOID A SIJBTOUR. 
c 
IFCB(2,KrLL,I,JJI.EQ.MMIGO TO 50 
BC2,K,LL, IoJJl=M 













C SUBROUTINE SSTREE IS USED TO CALCULATE LOW BOUND OF THE PROBLEM BY 




I MPLII:; IT INTEGER I .A-V, Zl 
DIMENSION VI 15,21,AI 15,2,15r21, ITEo'-IP(301 ,JTEMPI30I,KTEMPI301, 
1LTEMP(301 
COMMON /Ml/6(3,15,2,15,21/~2/II~F(20JOI,IPROBI20001 
COMMON /Sl/M,MM,N,R,S,BOUND/S2/~AX,ICOST,KCOST 1 LK,TB,GCGST,8COST 
CGMMON /S3/T1' 1 SR 







DO 11 J:l,N 
DO 11 J=l,2 
ll V(I,JI=O 
C COPY THE ORIGINAL COST MATRIX TO OPERATIONAL MATRIX. 
~ 
c; 
DO 9 I=lrN 
00 9 J=l,2 
DO 9 K=l , N 
DO <J L=lr2 
9 BI2.I,J,K,LI=Bil,[,J,K,LI 
1J4o 




DO 50 J=.l, 2 
DO 50 K=l,N 
DO 5.0 l=l ,2 
50 Bl 2, l,J,K,U=B(2,l,J,K,LJ+III/2 
DO 55 L=l,2 
DO 55 l=l,N 
Db 55 J= 1. 2 
55 BI2,[,J,l,L)=BI2ti,J.l,L I+M/2 
C ASSIGN THE LINKAGE BETkEEN STARTING PORT AND E.NDING PORT A INFINITY TO 
C FORM A CHAIN. 
c 
c 
i3 ( 2, 1, 1, 1 , 11 =M. 
Bl2,l,l,l,21=M 
BI2,L,2,l.li=M 
13( 2, 1, 2, 1, 21 =M 
C ASSIGN·~ ZERO TO ALL PRODUCTIVE LINE. 
c 
DO 60 l=Z,N 
DO 60 J=l r2. 
DO 60 K= 2 ,N 
DO 60 L=l. 2 
c 
LL,3-L 
l F I I I • EO • 1<1 • A 1\0 o I J • E 0 • L) I e I z, I, J, K, L ); M 
l F I I t • EQ • K I • A NO • I J • E Q • L L I l B I 2 , I , J, K , U =0 
60 CONTINUE 
C AT EACH STAGE OF SUBROUTINE, ONE EDGE IS CONSIDERED WHEPELY ONE 
C OF FOUR POSSIBLE CONDITIONS WILL ARISE. IF NEITHE OF VERTICES IS 
C INCLUDED IN A TREE, Tl-' IS ECGE IS TAKEN AS NEW TREE ANC ITS EDGE IS 
135 
C NUMBERED·BY AN INCREMENTED NUMBER C. IF ONE VERTEX IS IN A TREE, THE 
C EDGE WILL BE GROWN TO THIS TREE. IF TH'= TWO VERTICES ARE IN DIFFERENT 
C TREE, THESE WILL BE GRAFTED INTC A SINGLE TREE BY RENUMBERING THE VERTICES 
C OF THE COMPONENT. FINALLY, IF BOTH VERTICES APE IN THE SAME TREE, ThE 
C EDGE COMPLETES A CYCLE OF THE GRAPH ANO CONSEQUENTLY WILL NOT·BE 
C CONSIDERED FURTHER. 
c 
10 ~IN=Z*MM , 
DO 1 l =1 ,N 
DO 1 J=1, 2 
DO l K=1, N 
OQ 1 L =1 ,2 







66 IFIVI IItJJl.NE.OlGO TO 5 
IFIV(KK,LLI.NE.O)GO TO '15 
C=C+l 
VI I I ,JJJ:C 
VI KK,LLI =C 
GO TO 2 
1.5 VIII,JJ}=VIKK,LLI 
GO TO 2 
5 IFtVIKK,LLl.NE.OlGO TO 25 
VIKK,LL)=VIIJ,JJ) 
GO TO 2 . 
25 IFIV(ti,JJI.EO.VIKK,LLJIGO T0.35 
Il=VIII,JJI 
Kl=VIKK,LL) £ 
00 40 E= 1,N 
DO 40 F=l ,z 
IFIVIE,Fl.EO.KliVIErFl=Il 
40 CONTINUE 




L TEMPI l) =LL. 
tj CDS T = BC 0 S T + B I 2 , I 1 , J J , KK , L l ) 
35 S(2,II,JJ,KK,LL)=M 
IF I To L T • N M) G 0 TO 10 
!:lCOST= BC.OS T -M 
'liR I TE 16, i. 00 I.BC CST 




* * * * • 1-SHIPS THROUGH 3-PRGSPECTS ROUTING PROBLEM* 
* 
* * * ************************************************ 
SHIP NO: 1 
************************************************ 
* * * * 
* PORT CO-ORDINATES * 
* * * * * _.u_ _n_ _l!;Z_ _'(2_ * 
* * 
* p 48. 89. o. 28. * * * 
* * ************************************************ 
* * 
* * 
* PEOSPECT NO: 1 * 
* * 
* * 
* _n_ _n_ _;s,z_ _'{l__ * 
* * * A 38. so. 22. 70. * 
* B 42. 78. 28. 66. * * c 44. 74. 32. 62. * 
* D 28. 80. 48. 68. * 
* E 24. 76. 40. 62. * 
* * 
* * ************************************************ 
* * 
* * 
* PROSPECT NO: 2 * 
* * 
* * 
* _X.L _Y.L -XL _y_z._ * 
* * * A 38 •. so. 28. 38. * 
* B 42. 50. 34. 34. * 
* c 46. 48. 40. 30. * 
* 0 30. so. 44. 30. * * * 
* * ************************************************ 
* * 
* * 
* PROSPECT NO: 3 ..
* * 
* * 
-~ _l.(l_ _n_ _.X2_ J.L * 
* ·* 
* A 10. 6 2. 2. 54. * 
* B 12. 60. 6. so. * 
* c 18. 60. 10. 46. * 
* D 4. 60. 18. 52. * 
* E. z. 58. 14. 46. * ,~ * 
* * **************************************•********* 
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PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO: 1 
P2 A1 A2 81 82 C1 C2 01 02 E 1 E2 
**********************************>Go********************************* 
P1 * 49 13 32 13 30 16 31 22 21 27 2a 
A 1 * 39 **** 19 4 17 a 19 10 16 15 18 
A2 * 33 19 **** 22 1 22 13 12 26 6 20 
81 * 37 4 22 **** 1a 4 19 14 12 18 16 
82 * 27 17 7 18 **** 1a 6 14 20 11 13 
c 1 * 33 a 22 4 La **** 11 17 7 20 13 
c 2 * 22 19 13 19 {; 17 **** 18 17 16 a 
Dl * 40 10 12 14 14 17 1a **** 23 6 22 
02 * 29 16 26 12 20 7 17 23 **** 25 10 
E 1 * 37 15 6 18 11 20 16 6 25 **** 21 
E 2 * 21 1B 20 16 13 13 B 22 10 21 **** 
l-.CTE: P2 IS .AN ARTIFICAL ENDING PORT. 
PRO SPEC T NO : · 1 
******************** 
* * 
* * * lJEilt:l.Ut:LI?..A.Itl * 
* * 
* P1 TO 81 * * * 
* 82 TO C2 * 
* * 
* Cl TO 02 * * * * 01 TO A1 * 
·* * 
* A2 TO El * 
* * 
* E2 TO #2 * * 42. * 
* * * * 
*********•********** 
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PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO: 2 
P2 Al A2 Bl B2 Cl Cl 01 02 
*********~********************************************** 
P1 * 31 12 27 12 29 15 32 16 32 
Al * 29 **** 16 4 16 8 20 8 21 
A2 * 25 16 **** 18 7 21 14 12 18 
B 1 * 33 4 18 **** 18 4 20 12 20 
B2 * 32 16 7 18 **** 18 7 16 11 
Cl * 37 8 2~ 4 18 **** 19 16 18 
C2 * 39 20 14 20 7 19 **** 22 4 
Dl * 21 8 12 12 16 16 22 **** 24 
D 2 * 42 21 18 20 11 18 4 24 **** 
1\CTE: P1 IS AN ARTlFICAL STARTING PORT AND P2 IS AN ARTIFICAL ENDING PORT. 
PROSPECT NO: 2 
******************** 
* * * • * !JEJ.l..M!JtLEAI.l:! * * * * #1 TO A1 * * * * A2 TO B2 * 
* * 
* B1 TO Cl * 
* * * C2 TO 02 * * * * 01 TO #3 * 
* 27. * * * 
* * ******************** 
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PENALTY MATRIX FOR PROSPECT NO: 3 
P2 A1 A2 81 82 C1 cz 01 02 E1 E2 
******************************************************************** 
P1 * 37 23 28 21 24 16 20 28 12 29 16 
A 1 * 35 **** 11 3 13 8 16 6 13 9 16 
A2 * 26 u **** 12 6 17 11 6 16 4 14 
Bl * 34 3 12 **** 12 6 14 8 10 10 14 
82 * 23 13 6 12 **** 16 6 10 12 9 9 
c 1 * 37 8 17 6 16 **** 16 14 8 16 15 
C2 * 21 16 11 14 6 16 **** 15 10 14 4 
01 * 32 6 6 8 10 14 15 **** 16 3 17 
02 * 30 13 16 10 12 8 10 16 **** 17 7 
El * 30 9 4 10 9 16 14 3 17 **** 17 
E2 * 23 16 14 14 9 15 4 17 7 17 **** 
~CTE: Pl IS AN ARTIFICAL STARTING PCRT. 




* Q£I..lMU!LEAil:l * * * 
* #2 TO 02 * * * * 01 TO Al * * * 
* A2 TO E1 * 
* * * E2 TO C2 * 
* * * C1 TO B1 * * * * 132 TO P2 * 
* * 
* 55. * .. 
* * * 
******************** 
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